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INTRODUCTION 
 
“SIDDHA IS A DIVINE GIFT TO MANKIND” 
Several system of medicine exist in this world and most of them 
deal only with prevention and treatment of disease. Siddha system of 
medicine not only deals with prevention and treatment, but also strives to 
prolong the longevity to human life as well as quality of life by means of 
yoga and kayakarpam. 
Our Noianugavithi Ozhukkam deals with way of living, tradition, 
preventive and therapeutic methods and enchances the quality of life. 
Siddha system of medicine is based on continuous interaction of 
the panchapoothic elements (Earth, Water, Fire, Air & Sky) that exist in 
the external world and the internal system of man. Based on this, siddhars 
evolved the mukkutra theory or the Tri humoural theory (Vatha, Pitha, 
Kabha). Derangement of anyone of these itself cause disease. Siddha 
medicine tends to rectify the deranged humours and helps to maintain the 
equilibrium of the mukkutras in the body. 
Nature has given us a large variety of medicinal plants to preserve 
good health & cure diseases. Siddha deals with natural system of 
medicines having less side effects. So the siddha system of medicine is 
still today, a living science. 
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The siddha system of medicine was populary known to the people 
as the Traditional Indian system of medicine. It has its roots in the rural 
area. 
We are not going to discover anything new. It is only a rediscovery 
of what the siddhars have already discovered perhaps in the modern 
terminology. 
In thatway the author of this dissertation has selected Kudasapalai 
Vithai Chooranam for Eraippu Erumal. 
The author humbly contribute this work to the glory of the holy 
Siddha system of medicine.  
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AIM AND OBJECTIVE  
 
The main aim of this dissertation work is to do a scientific review 
of Kudasapalai Vithai Chooranam and its efficacy in treating Eraippu 
Erumal. 
Eraippu Erumal is one of the common respiratory disorders 
affecting millions of people all over the world. It is caused by pollution 
particularly, air pollution, allergy, smoking, extreme climatic variations 
and diet etc. Kudasapalai Vithai Chooranam has been documented as an 
effective drug for Eraippu Erumal in Gunapadam Mooligai Vaguappu 
(page-353).  
This study is aimed at the specific target of exploring the medicinal 
aspects of  the kudasapalai Vithai Chooranam. So for no scientific 
analysis has been done in this regard. 
This study is done in the following aspects. 
1. Botanical aspects. 
2. Gunapadam aspects. 
3. Bio chemical analysis.  
4. Pharmacological analysis. 
5. Clinical assessment. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Botanical Aspect 
 Kudasapalai 
Botanical Name: 
  Holarrhena antidysenterica 
Synonyms 
  Holarrhena pubescens 
   Echites pubescens 
   Chenomorha antidysenterica 
- Medicinal plants in India Vol-II. 
Echites antidysenterica 
Holarrhena febrifuga 
Wrightia zeylanica 
Wrightia antidysenterica 
Nerium antidysenterica 
     - Internet 
Classification: 
   According to Bentham and Hooker’s classification (1862 – 83) 
Holarrhena antidysenterica  Wall. Cat is classified as follows. 
 Kingdom   : Vegetable kingdom 
Division   : Spermatophyta 
 Sub division : Angiospermae 
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 Class    : Dicotyledonae 
 Sub Class  : Gamopetalae 
 Series    : Bicarpellatae 
 Order    : Gentianales 
 Family   : Apocynaceae 
 Genus    : Holarrhena 
 Species   : antidysenterica 
    Occurrence  : Tropical parts of India and abundant in the sub-  
      himalayan tracts.  
- Angiosperms (Systematic & Life Cycle)  
Vernacular Names: 
 Tamil    : Kudasapalai, Kasappu vetpalai 
 Sans    : Kutaja, Kalinga, Vatsika, Girimallika 
 Eng     : Kurchi, conessi or Tellicherry bark 
 Fr     : Ecoree – de- codagapala 
 Hind    : karchi, Kura 
 Punj    : Kewar 
 Ben     : Kurchi, Kureya 
 Guj     : Indrajavanu 
 Mah & Kon : Kuda (dhavo) 
 Tel     : chedu – kodisha 
 Mal     : Kaipa Kotakap pala 
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 Marathi   : Pandhra kuda, kodaga, kodaga pala 
The seeds 
 Tam    : Kuluppalai – virai 
 Sans    : Indrayava (Indra’s Seeds) 
 Hind & Ben : Indrajab 
 Bom    : Kurva – indrajao 
 Pers     : Indar – javetalkh 
     - The Indian Materia Medica Vol - I  
Description: 
Habit :  
A shrub or small tree, Glabrous or  pubescent 
Leaves :  
The leaves are simple, opposite, subsessile, elliptic or ovate 
Oblong, 4 to 12  inches long and 2 to 5 inches broad. 
Flowers :  
White, in terminal or lateral corymbose cymes. Pedicles Slender. 
Calyx :  
Lobes – 5, each 3-4 mm long, oblong, lanceolate, acute ciliate, 
imbricate glandular within at the base. 
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Corolla :  
It is regular, gamopetalous, salver   shaped, puberculous outside, 
tube very  slender,cylindric, 8-13mm long, slightly inflated near 
the base over the stamens, mouth not closed with a ring of hairs, 
throat hairy inside, lobes about equalling the tube, oblong, rounded 
at the apex  more or  less  pubescent. 
Stamens  :  
Five, inserted near the base of corolla  tube,  filaments 3 to 7 mm 
long, hairy anthers linear, oblong. 
Gynoecium :  
Disc absent, ovary 2 – carpelled, ovules many, style short, filiform 
Fruit: 
The fruit consists of two slender, elongate, terete, parallel, 
coriaceous, torulese,follicular, mericaps, sixteen inches long and 
quarter to less than half an inch in thickness, blotched with long 
narrow white patches. The two fruitlets are connected by thin tips 
when young, but ultimately they become free, lightly in curved and 
divergant or spreading. Each follicle  enclose many seeds arranged 
in two series inside. 
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Seeds: 
The seeds are about half an inch long, narrow, elongated, oblong or 
linear, glabrous and of yellowish brown colour. Each seed is 
flattened or compressed, one side convex, the other side concave 
with longitudinal striation with the funicle lodged in the concavity. 
It is tipped at its apex with a deciduous come of long silky brown 
hairs. In contrast to Wrightia tinctoria where the long coma 
arises from the base. The seeds are easily broken. They are non 
endospermic or with scanty albumin. Embryo straight with broad 
plaited involute cotyledons that are cordate at base, and a short 
superior, cylinderic radicle. 
-Indian medicinal plants Vol – II (Page – 1570) 
    -  Flora of India Vol – III (Page-644) 
    - Flora of Coorg (Kodagu) (Page – 277) 
Varieties: 
1.White 
2.Black. 
-The Indian Materia Medica(Page-635) 
• According to color of the flowers kutaja has two varieties  
1.Black 
2.White 
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However the white kutaja and the bitter seeds are said to have 
better medicinal properties, 
         -Internet 
Macroscopy of the seeds: 
   Seeds – elongated, 1.1 to 2.0 cm long and 0.2 to 0.3 cm broad, 
yellowish brown, apex coma brown hairs. Outer covering thin & papery. 
Inner thin white layer of albumin & Embryo conical radicle 2 to 3 mm 
long, with two foliaceous cream coloured cotyledons. 
 Taste  : Bitter 
 Odour  : Sharp 
 
Microscopy characters of the seeds (Powdered drug 8 mesh) 
   Brownish, Piesence of sclerenchymatous cells of seed coat, 
isodiametric thick walled cells of endosperm, parenchymatous cells of 
cotyledons, rosette crystals of calcium oxalate. 
Pharmacopoeial Standards of Herbal Plants 
 vol– I– (Page – 181) 
Parts Used: 
 Barks, seeds and leaves 
Chemical Constitutents:  
Root bark :  
contains holacethine 
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Bark :  
contains alkaloid holarrifine, regholarrhenine, D,E and F, 
Kurchessine, holadienine, triterpene alcohol, lupeol,β -sitosterol, 
non – oxygenated alkaloid, wrightine or conessine or kurchisine 
and holarrhenine. 
 
Seeds :  
Contain a non – oxygenated alkaloid, wrightine or conessine or 
kurchisine, holarrhenine and drying oil. 
 
The seeds are considered to possess similar properties as the bark 
and put to similar uses.The seeds contain many of the alkaloids 
present in the bark but in a lower concentration.  
 
Stem & Root bark :  
contain alkaloids conessine and 17 other: The chief being 
concuressine, kurchamine, kurchimine, kurcholessine, conimine, 
conkurchine, conessidine, holarrhenine, holafrine, holarrhetine, 
kurchiphyllamine, kurchiphylline, besides gum, resin & tannin. 
 
Leaves :  
contain aminoglycosteroids, holantosines, N-acetylholantosine 
C,D, N-acetyltholarosine A, holarosine – B, holantosines E & F. 
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Fruit :  
contain tricanthin. 
Latex :  
contains resinols – lettoresional A & B, Principal alkaloid is 
conessine (yield 0.4%) a stenol with structure  7- ergosten – 3 – of 
and y-stigmastenol. 
-Medicinal Plants of India Vol – II(page 271) 
-Pharmacopoeial Standards of Herbal Plants 
Vol-I (Page – 181) 
-  The Indian Materia Medica  Vol – I 
Kurchi Alkaloids 
Alkaloids       Formula 
Conessine       C24H40N2 
Nor Conessine     C23H38N2 
Conessimine      C23H38N2    
Iso - Conessimine    C23H38N2 
Kurchine       C23H38N2    
Conimine       C22H36N2  
Conamine       C22H36N2 
Conarrhimine      C21H34N2 
Conkurchine      C21H32N2 
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Conessidine      C22H34N2 
Trimethyl Conkurchine   C24H38N2 
Holarrhimine      C21H36N2O 
Holarrhenine      C24H36N2O 
Holarrhine       C20H38N2O3 
Holarrhessimine    C22H36N2O 
Lettocine       C17H25NO2 
Conkurchinine     C25H36N2 
Kurchicine       C20H36N2O 
- Wealth of India Raw Materials  ( H-K) Vol – 5   
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CHEMICAL STRUCTURE 
 
   Three new steroidal alkaloids regholarrhenines D,E and                       
E – isolated from stem bark & seeds along with kurcholessine conessine, 
conessimine, isoconessimine, kurchanide, kurchinin & kurchinicin. 
   Three more alkaloids – pulcescine, and pubescimine isolated from 
bark & seeds. 
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GUNAPADAM ASPECT 
Flrg;ghiy 
NtW ngah;fs;: 
! ! frg;G ntl;ghiy 
  Fsg;ghis 
  Fsg;ghiy 
    - Fzghlk; - %ypiftFg;G (gf;fk; 352) 
 
‘Flrghiyg; Ngiuf; $wf; NfS 
 Fuhk tpUf;fk; Fk;Nghtr;r 
fplrkhq; fphpky;yp ky;ypfhG \;gp 
 fPh;j;jpah kapDila RtpW~hlkhFq; 
flrkhq;fj; jpwj;Jf; fh\; ntU~ 
 fdkhdj; jhjp rhutpWjhFkhFk; 
gplrkhQ; rPjhgp jpU\;dhjp rhhp 
 Ngrpa Njhh; Flrg;ghiyg; NgUkhNk” 
!
ciu: 
  Fk;Nghtr;rk; fphpky;yp> ky;ypfhG\;gp> kapDilRtpW~hlk;> 
jhjprhutpWjhF> rPjsh> jpU\;dhjp rhhp. 
 
- Nghfh; epfz;L -1200(%yKk; fUj;JiuAk;)- 
gf;fk; 247 
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tshpay;G: 
 ,J fhLfspy; tsUk; kuk;. 
(There are two kinds of vetpalai in the bazaar, sweet and bitter, 
according to some native works and many native practitioners and 
druggists. They are the produce of one and the same plant,viz., Wrightia 
tinctoria; but this is contrary to the fact Tinctoria is found in several 
gardens of Chennai and elsewhere, and always produces only one kind of 
seeds, which are the sweet vetpalai. The bitter vetpalai is the produce of 
another plant called for Holarrhena antidysenterica or Vboluis). 
tiffs;: 
 Fzghl %ypif tFg;gpy;  ,U tiffs; $wg;gl;Ls;sd.mit 
 fWg;G 
 nts;is 
 
gad;gLk; cWg;Gfs;: 
 gl;il> tpij 
!
Organo – leptic characters  
Rit  - Jth;g;G > rpWifg;G 
jd;ik - ntg;gk; 
gphpT  - ,dpg;G 
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nra;if: 
 gl;il: 
grpj;jPj;;J}z;b!! .!Stomachic   
ntg;gfw;wp! ! ! .!Febrifuge 
GOf;nfhy;yq!! ! .!Anthelmintic 
 tpij: 
mfl;Ltha;tfw;wp! .!Carminative 
cukhf;fp ! ! ! ! .!Tonic 
fhkk;ngUf;fp! ! ! .!Aphrodisiac 
fw;fiur;rp ! ! ! .!Lithotriptic 
Fzk;: 
 ‘thjkWk; Ngjpfl;L khwhj ePhpopTq; 
 fhjk;Ngh Nkfq; flf;Fq;fhz;-jPjlug; 
 nghq;F fug;ghDk; Nghfh tpuzKk;Nghk; 
 ,q;FFl rg;ghiyf; Nf” 
 
 ‘Rthrfh rk;gf;fr; R+iajp rhuk; 
 mthr tpah;g;Ngh ldye; - jthj 
 fug;gh dpittpyFq; fhhpifNa! ehSk; 
 cug;ghq; Fsg;ghiy Az;”. 
 
,jdhy; tspNeha;> fopr;ry;> ePhpopT> nts;is> fug;ghd;> rpuq;F 
,itfs; Nghk;. md;wpAk; Ruk; ePq;Fk;. 
- Fzghlk; %ypif tFg;G - (gf;fk; - 353) 
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tof;F: 
• gl;ilf; f\hak; tapw;Wg; Nghf;if epWj;Jk;. 
• Nth;gl;ilr; rj;ijnaLj;J mgpdpAld; fye;J rPjNgjpf;F 
nfhLf;fyhk;. 
• Ntiug; Gspj;j NkhUld; fye;J Fly; tPf;fj;jpw;F juyhk;. 
• Nth;gl;ilf; f\haj;NjhL ,e;Jg;G> fhl;lhj;jpg;G+. fwpAg;G> Xkk;> 
fhh;Nghf mhprp ,itfisr; R+uzpj;J rh;f;fiug; ghfpy; fha;r;rp 
Nyfpakha; fpswpr; rhg;gpl mjprhuk;> rPjpNgjp> ,uj;jngUf;F> 
%yk; Nghk;.  
• ,jd; tpijf; f\hak; the;jp> Ngjp> ,uj;j %yk; ,itfisAk; 
Nghf;Fk;. 
- b.tp.rhk;gtrptk;gps;is mfuhjp-ghfk;-2-(gf;fk-;1488) 
• gl;iliaf; FbePhpl;L tha;nfhg;Gspf;f gy;typ jPUk;. 
• gl;iliag; gpope;J rhnwLj;J> ,Q;rpr;rhW xU epiw Nrh;j;J> 
mj;Jld; rpwpJ rh;f;fiu Nrh;j;Jr; rhg;gpl tapw;WNeha;> NkfNeha; 
,itfisf; fz;bf;Fk;. 
• gl;ilr; rhw;iw vz;nzapypl;Lf; fha;r;rp> fug;ghd;> nrhwp> 
rpuq;F Kjypa Neha;fSf;F jlt ed;ik jUk;. 
• gl;iliar; rpijj;J typAs;s ,lq;fspy; itj;Jf; fl;l> ed;ik 
gaf;Fk; 
• gl;il 8 fpuhk;> tpy;tg;gor;rij 8 fpuhk;> khJsk; gl;il 4 fpuhk; 
,tw;iw cyh;j;jpg; nghb nra;Jf; nfhs;sTk;. 
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msT  : 1 fp Kjy; 2 fp 
mDghdk; : Njd; (m) rh;f;fiu 
jPUk;Neha; : fop;r;ry; 
- Fzghlk; - %ypif tFg;G (gf;fk;-353) 
Medicinal uses in Siddha 
 Uses :Amoebic dysentery, diarrhoea, asthma, bronchopneumonia, 
hepatopathy, gastropathy, hepatosplen-omegaly, internal 
haemorrhages, haemorrhoids, rheumatism, malaria, vomiting, 
uropathy & skin diseases. Leaves are used in chronic bronchitis, 
boils ulcers & dysentery. 
- Indian Medicinal Plants Vol – III 
 The powder seeds when given with honey is useful in chronic chest 
affection, such as asthma due to worms and in colic pain. 
                           - Medicinal Plants & Raw Drugs of India(page 345) 
 A decoction of indrayava seeds made with milk in usual 
proportions is used for checking bleeding from piles 
 A decoction made by boiling 1 to 3 drachms of the seeds in 12 
ounces of water till it is reduced to 4 ounces and straining. 
Dose : One dose in the mornings. 
Uses: Chronic dysentery & in bleeding piles also 
The Indian Materia Medica (page – 646). 
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Medicinal Uses in Ayurveda 
 “Kutajah Katuko Rooksho 
  Deepanah tuvaro himah 
  Arsotersaara pittasra 
  Kapha Trishnaama Kushtajit” 
Kutaja is pungent, astringent. It is dry & cooling. It improves 
appetite and checks kapha. It is useful in the treatment of piles, diarrhoea, 
raktapilla, thirst, aama & kapha. 
- Pharmacopoeial Standards of Herbal Plants   
     Vol – I (Page – 181)   
Flrg;ghiy tpij NrUk; ,iug;gpUkYf;fhd kUe;J: 
 Rthr fhr fpUjk;: 
rq;fk; Nth;   
kQ;rs; Nth;    
fLf;fha; Nth; 
kpsfuiz Nth;  
MlhNjhil Nth;   
rpWrhuiz Nth; 
nehr;rp Nth;   
Nguhk;gy; Nth;   
ney;ypKs;sp Nth;  
jhd;wpf;fha; Nth; 
,itfspd; Nth; tiff;F 3 gyk; 
 
ngUthif Nth;  
ghjphp Nth;    
fz;lq;fj;jphp Nth; 
 
ngUq;Fkpo; Nth;  
Kd;id Nth;   
rpWtOjiy Nth; 
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ngUky;yp Nth; 
tpy;tk; Nth;   
neUQ;rpy; Nth;   
 rpWky;yp Nth; 
,itfs; jdpj;jdpNa 2 gyk; 
khtpypq;fk; Nth;   
ehzy; Nth;    
Gq;F Nth; 
jz;zPh;tpl;lhd; fpoq;F  
Mjz;lk; Nth;  
%f;fpul;il Nth; 
tpOjp Nth;    
nrk;Ks;sp Nth;   
Gd;id Nth; 
jOjhio Nth;   
nfhbNtyp Nth;   
Mapy; kug;gl;il Nth; 
,r;ruf;Ffs; jdpj;jdpNa 50 gyKk; 
MlhNjhilapiy 32 gyKk; vLj;J vy;yhtw;iwAk; ,bj;J 8 
kuf;fhy; [yk; tpl;L mLg;gpd; NkNyw;wp ,U kuf;fhyhFk; tiu 
tw;wf;fha;r;rTk; gpd;G tbfl;bg;gRtpd; nea; 4 gb tpl;L  
 
Flrg;ghiy mhprp   
jpg;gpyp    
Xkk; 
jpg;gpyp%yk;    
rPufk;     
thYSit mhprp 
rpWNjf;F    
fLf;fha;Njhy;   
Ke;jphpifg;gok; 
fw;flfrpq;fp   
 
jhd;wpj;Njhy;  
,ytq;fg;gj;jphp 
fLfNuhfpzp  
Nfh\;lk;    
nfhb Ntyp Nth; 
Gd;idkug;gl;il   
nrt;tpak;    
Vyf;fha; 
fUQ;rPufk;    
ney;yptw;wy;   
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rpw;wuj;ij 
,e;Jg;G    
kpsF     
fw;G+uk; 
fpuhk;G 
   ,r;ruf;Ffs; tiff;F 2 fhnril tPjnkLj;J ,bj;J 8 klq;F 
[yk; tpl;L> mLg;gpd; NkNyw;wp 1/8 gq;fhf fha;r;rp tbfl;b f\hak; 
fye;j nea;AlNd Cw;wp gf;Ftkhf vhpj;Jg; gjj;jpypwf;fTk;. 
 
jPUk; Neha;fs; : ,uj;j gpj;jk;> fhrk;> ,iug;G> fgf; Nfhshwhy; Vw;gl;l 
<is> ,Uky; Kjypa Nuhfq;fs; jPUk;.  
ruNge;jpu itj;jpa Kiwfs; 
fhr - Rthr rpfpr;ir- (gf;fk; 23) 
 
 
Flrg;ghiy tpij NrUk; gpwkUe;Jfs;  
1. rh;t fpuhzpf;Fk; cUz;il 
Flrg;ghiyahprp     jpg;gpyp,  ,ytk;gprpd;, 
rhjpf;fha;,        kpsF,   rhjpg;gj;jphp, 
Gspaq;nfhl;ilj; Njhy;,  rPufk;,    khJsk;gpQ;R,  
Nfhiuf;fpoq;F,      mj;jpg;G+,  tpshk;gprpd; ,    
      mjptplak;,        fpuhk;G.  tpy;tgor;rij, 
FNuhrhdpNahkk;  
 tiff;F, xU tuhfd;, mgpd; ,uz;L tuhfd; vLj;J 
#uzpj;J fQ;rh ,iyr;rhW tpl;L ed;whf miuj;J itf;fTk;, 
khJsq;fhia eWf;fp tpij, jir ,itfisg; Nghf;fp mjw;Fs; Kd; 
tpOij itj;Jr; rhzpjltpg; Glk;Nghl;L vLj;J ikNghyiuj;Jj; 
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J}Jtpsq;fha; gpukhzKs;s khj;jpiufshf cUl;lTk;.,ij epoypy; 
cyh;j;jpr; rpkpopy; gj;jpug;gLj;jTk; . 
mDghdk;: japh; ePhpy;> xU Ntis cl;nfhs;sTk; 
jPUk; Neha;: fpuhzp 
ruNge;jpu itj;jpa Kiwfs; 
-NgjpKiwfSk; & mjprhurpfpr;irAk;- (gf;fk; 137) 
 
2. Lagu Gangadhara Churna 
Seeds of Holarrhena antidysenterica 
Cyperus rotundus  
Aegle marmelos  
Bark of simplocos racemosa  
Gum of Bombax malabarium 
Flowers of wood fordia floribunda. All in equal parts, 
powder & mix. 
     Dose : 20 to 40 grains (1.3gm-2.6gm)/ thrice a day with whey  
Uses : Acute & chronic dysentery and diarrhoea also giving tone 
to the intestines and increasing digestive power. 
 
3. Brihat Gangadhara Churna 
Seeds of Holarrhena antidysenterica 
Cyperus rotundus 
Bark of bignonia indica 
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Zingiber officinale 
Woodfordia floribunda 
Simplocos racemosa 
Andropogon muricatus 
Aegle marmelos 
Bombax malabaricum  
Cissampelos hernandifolia 
Kernel of seeds of mangifera indica 
Aconitum heterophyllum 
Nymphae stellata 
All in equal parts, powder & mix  
Dose : 20 to 40 grains (1.3gm-2.6gm ) 
Three times a day with whey 
Uses : Dysentery & diarrhoea  
4. Kalingakadi Kvatha: 
Seeds of Holarrhena antidysenterica 
Trichosanthes diocia 
Picrorrhiza kurroa – make decoction 
Dose : ½ to 1 ounce (15ml-30ml ), twice daily  
Uses : Fevers, especially those complicated with liver 
derangement  
- Indian Materia Medica (page 648) 
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5. Seeds of Holarrhena antidysenterica 5 parts 
Long pepper 4 parts 
Dried slices of the root of long pepper – 4 parts 
Solanum jaoquini 3 parts 
Apium graveolens 4 parts 
Mix and make a powder 
Dose : 10 to 15 grains 
Uses : check vomiting & in dyspepsia  
 
6. Take of powdered inderjav seeds dr ½  
Powdered root of helleborus niger grs 20 
Pure water ozs 3. 
Boiled and made into a decoction 
Either sulphate of magnesia drs 2 to 4 (or) sulphate of soda drs 2 to 4 
to be added when cool; to be given early in the morning for 3 days at 
least. 
Uses : Jaundice caused by portal congestion, obstruction & 
inflammation of the gall ducts, worm, cold etc.  
The Indian Materia Medica (page- 650) 
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Flrg;ghiy NrUk; kUe;Jfs; 
1. ePhpopTf;F Kj;jf;fhRf; Fok;G 
mDghdk; : nea;> jpdk; fhiy> khiy  
jPUk; Neha;: ePhpopT 
- ruNge;jpu itj;jpa Kiwfs; 
(ePhpopT rpfpr;ir) gf;fk; -19 
2. kfhtpy;thjp Nyfpak; 
msT: nfhl;ilg;ghf;fsT> fhiy> khiy 2 Ntis 
jPUk; Neha;fs;: thj gpj;j> rpNyj;Jkj;jpdhy; cz;lhd ~ak;> 
fgRuk;> thjRuk;> gpj;jRuk;. 
- ruNge;jpu itj;jpa uj;dhtsp (gf;fk; 30) 
 
3. tapW fopr;rYf;F cUz;il 
msT : 1 khj;jpiu 
mDghdk; : japh;> fhiy kl;Lk; 
jPUk; Neha;fs;: tapW fopr;ry; 
- ruNge;jpu itj;jpa Kiwfs; 
(Ngjp & mjprhurpfpr;ir) gf;fk; -221 
4. thjuh~] khj;jpiu 
       msT : 1 khj;jpiu 
mDghdk; : Njd;> xU Ntis 
jPUk; Neha;fs;: Fd;kk;> 11 gpj;j Neha;fs;> 80 thANuhfq;fs;> 
tapw;WNeha;> thAtyp> rpNyj;Jk tpahjpfs;> 26 fhJ Neha;fs; 
jPUk; 
- ruNge;jpu itj;jpa uj;dhtsp (gf;fk;-60) 
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5. mjprhuk; fpuhzpf;F kUe;J 
msT : %tpuy; nfhs;SksT R+uzk; 
mDghdk;: fha;r;rpd vz;nza; 
jPUk; Neha;fs;;: mjprhuk;> fpuhzp 
- ruNge;jpu itj;jpa Kiwfs; 
(Ngjp & mjprhurpfpr;ir)-(gf;fk; -138 
6. nts;sUFj; ijyk; 
msT : 1 fuz;b fhiy> khiy 2 Ntis 
jPUk; Neha;fs;: nrhwp> rpuq;F> tpuzk;> F\;lj;jpd; tpuzk;  
- ruNge;jpu itj;jpa uj;dhtsp(gf;fk;-85) 
 
7. tr;rpty;yp Nyfpak; 
        msT : 1 Kjy; 1¼  tuhfndil (4.2fp - 5.25 fp) 
 jPUk;Neha;fs; : %ythA, %yNuhfk;, Fd;kk;, fpuhzp, 
tapw;wpiur;ry;, mopGz;, tPf;fk;, mf;fpdp ke;jk;, ghz;LNuhfk; 
  - %yNuhf rpfpr;ir Nghjpdp-(gf;fk;-126)                    
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Selection of the drug: 
 Kudasapalai vithai chooranam was selected with reference from 
Gunapadam Mooligai Vaguppu : (Page -353) 
 
Collection of the drug: 
Since the kudasapalai Vithai was not available in the  Raw drug 
store of pharmacy connected to Govt Siddha Medical College, it was 
purchased from a reputed raw drug store (Gopalan Asan Store) in a 
Nagercoil after identification 
 
Purification of the raw drug: 
After collection the seeds were purified by removing twigs etc and 
were allowed to dry completely under  the sunshade. 
 
Preparation of the test drug: 
 The purified seeds were made into a fine powder (chooranam) 
and this powder was sieved through a clean cotton cloth 
(Vashthirakayam). 
 
Purification of the test drug: 
 Kudasapalai Vithai Chooranam was moistened with cow’s milk. 
A clay pot was taken and was filled with equal parts of milk and water. A 
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cotton cloth was tied around the mouth of the pot. The moistened 
chooranam was placed on the cloth and then it was covered with another 
clay pot. The gap was covered with a moistened cotton cloth. This was 
boiled till the milk level considerably decreased. Then it was taken, and 
dried in sunlight & stored. 
 
Route of Administration  
  Enteral  
 
Dose : 
 One gram twice a day with hot water taken after food. The 
prepared kudasapalai vithai chooranam used for the treatment of Eraippu 
Erumal was analysed by the following methods. 
1. Bio –chemical analysis  
2. Pharmacological analysis and  
3. Clinical assessment. 
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BIO-CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF  
KUDASAPALAI VITHAI CHOORANAM 
 
PREPARATION OF THE EXTRACT 
5gms of Kudasapalai Vithai Chooranam weighed accurately and 
placed in a 250ml clean beaker. Then 50ml distilled water was added and 
dissolved well. Then it was boiled well for about 10 minutes. It was 
cooled and filtered in a 100ml volumetric flask and then it was made up 
to 100ml with distilled water. This fluid was taken for analysis. 
 
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 
S.NO EXPERIMENT OBSERVATION INFERENCE
1. TEST FOR CALCIUM 
2ml of the above prepared 
extract was taken in a 
clean test tube.  Add 2 ml 
of 4% Ammonium oxalate 
solution was added to it. 
A White precipitate 
was formed. 
Indicates the 
presence of 
Calcium. 
2. TEST FOR SULPHATE:
2ml of the extract was 
added to 5% Barium 
chloride solution. 
 A white precipitate 
was formed. 
Indicates the 
presence of  
Sulphate.  
3. TEST FOR CHLORIDE 
The extract was treated 
with Silver nitrate solution.
A white precipitate 
was formed. 
Indicates the 
presence of 
Chloride. 
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4. TEST FOR 
CARBONATE 
The extract was treated 
with concentrated HCL. 
No brisk 
effervessence was 
formed. 
Absence 
Of 
Carbonate. 
5. TEST FOR STARCH 
The extract was added 
with weak Iodine solution. 
No Blue colour was 
formed. 
Absence of 
Starch. 
6. TEST FOR IRON 
FERRIC : The extract 
was treated with Glacial 
acetic acid and Potassium 
ferro cyanide.      
No blue colour was 
formed. 
Absence of 
Ferric iron. 
7. TEST OF IRON 
FERROUS: 
The extract was treated 
with concentrated Nitric 
acid and Ammonium thio 
cyanate. 
Blood red colour 
was formed. 
Indicates the 
presence of  
Ferrous iron. 
8. TEST FOR 
PHOSPHATE 
The extract was treated 
with Ammonium 
molybdate and 
concentrated Nitric acid. 
yellow precipitate 
was formed. 
Indicates the 
Presence of 
Phosphate. 
9. TEST FOR ALBUMIN  
The extract was treated  
with Esbach’s reagent. 
  
yellow precipitate  
was formed . 
Indicates the 
Presence of  
Albumin. 
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10. TEST FOR TANNIC 
ACID 
The extract was treated 
with Ferric chloride. 
Blue black 
precipitate was 
formed. 
Indicates the 
Presence of 
Tannic acid. 
11. TEST FOR 
UNSATURATION 
Potassium permanganate 
solution was added 
to the extract. 
It was decolourised.
Indicates the 
presence of 
Unsaturated 
compound. 
12. TEST FOR THE 
REDUCING SUGAR 
5ml of Benedict’s 
qualitative solution was 
taken in a test tube and 
allowed to boil for 2 mts 
and added 8-10 drops of 
the extract and again boil it 
for 2 mts. 
No colour change 
occured. 
Absence of 
Reducing 
sugar. 
13. TEST FOR AMINO 
ACID: 
One or two drops of the 
extract was placed on a 
filter paper and dried it  
well. After drying 1% 
Ninhydrin was sprayed 
over the same and dried it 
well. 
Violet colour  was 
formed 
Indicates the 
presence of 
Amino acid. 
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INFERENCE  
The given sample of Kudasapalai Vithai Chooranam contains 
Calcium, Sulphate, Chloride, Ferrous iron, Phosphate, Albumin, Tannic 
acid, Unsaturated compound and Amino acid. 
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PHARMACOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 
ANTI-SPASMODIC EFFECT OF KUDASAPALAI VITHAI 
CHOORANAM  ON ISOLATED RABBIT ILEUM 
 
AIM  
To find out the anti-spasmodic effect of Kudasapalai Vithai 
Chooranam  on isolated Rabbit ileum.Burn(1952).   
PREPARATION OF THE TEST DRUG: 
1 gram of Kudasapalai Vithai Chooranam was dissolved in 10ml of 
water.Then it was used for the experiment. 
SOLUTIONS REQUIRED: 
Acetyl- choline - 10μgm/ml  
Atropine - 1mg/ml  
Test drug (Kudasapalai Vithai Chooranam) 100mg/ml 
NUTRIENT SOLUTION: 
Tyrode -1to 2 litres 
TISSUE USED: 
 Rabbit ileum. 
APPARATUS REQUIRED: 
 Students organ bath 
Sherrington rotating drum 
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PROCEDURE: 
 A rabbit was starved for 48 hours and was allowed water ad-
libtum. It was sacrificed by a blow on the head and by carotid bleeding. 
The abdomen was quickly opened and the ileo-caecal function was found 
out. A small piece of ileal portion was cut, removed and placed in a dish 
containing warm aerated Tyrode solution. The lumen of the ileum was 
gently rinsed out by pushing tyrode solution into it, 3cm length segment 
was cut from this part of ileum and was tied with thread on both ends 
without closing the lumen and the tissue was mounted in the organ bath 
containing Tyrode solution maintained at 370C and bubbled with air by 
an oxygen tube. 
First, the drum was allowed to run for 1 minute from the baseline. 
Drugs were given to study the inhibiting effect of acetyl-choline. 0.2ml of 
acetyl-choline was added and allowed to run the drum for 30 seconds. 
Thus the tissue was standardised and then the drum was stopped and the 
acetyl-choline was washed out.  
Again the Tyrode solution was added to the organ bath till the lever 
comes to the baseline. The drum was allowed to run for 1 minute. 
To the organ bath 1ml of test drug was added, waited for 1 minute 
then 0.2ml Acetyl-choline was added and the drum was allowed to rum 
for 30 seconds. The response was recorded. Then the drum was stopped 
and the Acetyl-choline solution and test drug solutions were washed out. 
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Then the above experiment was done for 0.2ml dose of Acetyl-choline. 
The drum was allowed to run for 30 seconds. The response was recorded. 
Then 0.2ml of Atropine and 0.2ml of Acetyl-choline was added 
and the drum was allowed to run for 30 seconds. There is no elevation in 
the graph and it seems to be baseline. Then 0.2ml of Acetyl-choline was 
added to standardise the tissue. Then the tracing was labelled and fixed. 
INFERENCE: 
From the graph it is inferred that the test drag antagonise the effect 
of acetyl-choline when added together. So, the drug  has got significant 
anti-spasmodic activity. 
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ANTI-HISTAMINE EFFECT OF KUDASAPALAI VITHAI 
CHOORANAM ON ISOLATED GUINEA PIG ILEUM 
 
AIM : 
To find out the anti-histaminic effect of Kudasapalai Vithai 
Chooranam on isolated guinea pig ileum. Burn(1952).   
PREPARATION OF THE TEST DRUG : 
1 gram Kudasapalai Vithai Chooranam  was dissolved in 10ml of 
water.Then it was used for the experiment. 
 SOLUTIONS REQUIRED : 
Histamine -1 in 1,00,000 strength 
Anti-Histamine (Pheniramine maleate) 2.5 mg/ml 
Test drug- (Kudasapalai Vithai Chooranam) 100mg/ml 
NUTRIENT SOLUTION : 
Tyrode -1 to 2 litres 
TISSUE USED : 
Guinea  pig ileum 
APPARATUS REQUIRED : 
 Student’s organ bath 
Sherrington rotating drum  
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PROCEDURE : 
 An overnight fasted guinea pig weighing about 400 gms was 
sacrificed by a blow on the head and by carotid bleeding. The abdomen 
was suddenly opened and ileo caecal junction was found out. A small 
piece of ileal portion was cut and removed and placed in a dish, 
containing warm aerated Tyrode solution. The lumen of the ileum was 
gently rinsed out by pushing Tyrode solution into it, 3cm length segment 
was cut from this part of ileum, and was tied with thread on both end 
without closing the lumen and the tissue was mounted in the organ bath 
containing Tyrode solution maintained at 370C and bubbled with air by 
an oxygen tube. 
First the drum was allowed to run for one minute from the 
baseline.Drugs were given to study the inhibiting effect of histamine 
0.2ml of histamine was added and allowed to run the drum for 30 
seconds. Thus the tissue was standardised and then the drum was stopped 
and the histamine was washed out. 
Again the tyrode solution was added to the organ both till the lever 
comes to the baseline. The drum was allowed to run for 1 minute 
To the organ bath 1ml of test drug was added, waited for 1 minute 
then 0.2ml histamine was added and the drum was allowed to run for 30 
seconds. The response was recorded. Then the drum was stopped and the 
histamine solution and test drug solutions were washed out. Then the 
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above experiment was done for 0.2ml dose of histamine. The drum was 
allowed to run for 30 seconds. The response was recorded. 
Then 0.2ml of Anti-histamine and 0.2ml of Histamine was added 
and the drum was allowed to run for 30 seconds. There was no elevation 
in the graph and it seemed to be a baseline. Then 0.2ml of histamine was 
added to standardise the tissue. Then the tracing was labelled and fixed.                              
INFERENCE : 
 From the graph it is inferred that the test drug antagonise the 
effect of histamine when added together. So the drug has got significant 
Anti-histamine activity. 
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CLINICAL ASSESSMENT 
 
A clinical trial to test the efficacy of Kudasapalai Vithai 
Chooranam on Eraippu Erumal was done on 38 cases of different 
age and of both sexes. They were clinically diagnosed as Eraippu 
Erumal, according to siddha literatures. Among them 30 patients 
were treated in the Out Patient department and 8 patients were treated 
in the In Patient department of Govt. Siddha Medical College Hospital, 
Palayamkottai. 
Patients were thoroughly examined, and all clinical features 
such as complete history, Hygienic conditions, surroundings, 
occupation were noted. Personal habits, previous illness, dietary 
details and allergy to specific things, if any were also recorded. 
The patients had different range of signs and  symptoms like 
difficulty in breathing, cough with or without expectoration, tightness 
of chest. The duration of illness was also variable. 
The routine blood and urine investigations, were done in 
each case. Mantoux, sputum for AFB and radiological investigation 
were carried out to rule out other causes and diseases. 
The cases were screened as per following criteria. 
During the course of the clinical study, other ailments, which 
occured were treated with conventional siddha medicines. 
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Including criteria in the case of Eraippu Erumal 
 Cough-Nocturnal cough, paroxysmal cough 
 Difficulty in breathing 
 With or Without expectoration 
 Tightness of  chest 
 Sputum colour and quantity without gross abnormalities such as 
blood stained sputum, abnormally large quantities of sputum. 
 History of allergy 
 Sneezing 
 Allergic rhinitis 
 Differential count, especially Eosinophilia 
 Respiratory system examination-added sounds    Rhonchi 
 Radiological investigation:Normal study, Bronchitis, Chronic 
Bronchitis 
 
Excluding criteria in the case of Eraippu Erumal 
 Facial puffiness 
 Abdominal distension 
 Pedal oedema 
 Hepatomegaly 
 Haemoptysis 
 Haematemesis 
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 Orthopnoea 
 Cyanosis 
 Evening rise of temperature 
 Sputum  for AFB-positive. 
 Mantoux  positive 
 Clubbing 
 Albuminuria 
 Increased blood urea and serum creatinine 
 Status asthmaticus 
 High fever. 
 
Drug and dosage: 
 The drug Kudasapalai Vithai Chooranam was administered 
internally in a dose of 1 gram two times a day with hot water taken 
after food to each patient. The duration of treatment varied from 
patient to patient. 
 
Diet and medical advice: 
 Advised intake of hot water and hot foods 
 Advised to avoid chill water 
 Advised to avoid allergic factors such as dust and  cold air. 
 Advised to avoid smoking and snuff 
 Advised to avoid factors which cause digestive disturbances. 
 Advised to take bath strictly in hot water. 
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 Advised to avoid stress 
 Advised to take dinner before 8 p.m 
 Advised to practice pranayamam and yogasanam properly. 
 Advised to avoid food which increase kapha. 
 Advised not to take curd and butter milk. 
Observation : 
The results were assessed on the basis of symptomatic relief of 
the patient and clinically by daily examination in the In Patient 
department and patients subsequent visits in Out Patient department.  
Out of 38 cases 24 cases were males and the remaining 14 
cases were female patients, 9 patients had evidence of this particular 
disease in their family, 14 cases had history of allergy. Almost all the 
patients were labourers and farmers of poor socio-economic status.  
Among the male patients most of them were chronic smokers. 
The clinical improvements were recorded for every 7 days for 
the Out Patient and daily for the In Patient. The clinical investigations were 
done for the patient before and after the treatment and prognosis noted. 
No untoward effects were encountered during the clinical study. 
Result: 
   Among 38 cases 31 cases (81.6%) showed good response. 6 
cases (15.7%) showed fair response and 1 case (2.7%) showed poor 
response. 
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Table illustrating the improvement in Both sexes and their percentage 
S.No Grade No.of.Cases
Improvement of 
cases 
Improvement in 
percentage 
Male Female Male Female 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Total 
31 
6 
1 
38 
20 
5 
1 
26 
11 
1 
- 
12 
52.7% 
13.1% 
2.7% 
68.5% 
28.9% 
2.6% 
- 
31.5% 
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BIOSTATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
Table : 1  Age and sex wise classification of study subjects. 
Statistic Male Female Total 
n 23 15 38 
Mean(age) 55.0 45.3 51.2 
S.D 12.1 12.4 12.9 
t 2.265 
Significance P < 0.05 
 
The population mean of study subjects were 47.1 to 55.3 years. 
The age and sex wise classification of the study subjects were 
posted in Table 1. The male mean age was 55 ± 12.1 years, and the 
female mean age was 45.3 ± 12.4. The difference between the mean was 
statistically significant (P < 0.05). 
The female subjects were younger than the male subjects. The total 
sample mean was 51.2 ± 12.9 years. The population mean value of the 
total sample was 51.2 ± 12.9. 
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Table :2  The effectiveness of the drug in controlling Eosinophil 
 
Statistic Before After 
n 38 38 
Mean(%) 5.0 2.6 
S.D 2.8 1.5 
Z 4.65 
Significance P < 0.001 
 
 The table-2  shows the effectiveness of the drug was controlling 
Eosinophil. Before the treatment the mean Eosinophil was 5.0 ± 2.8. The 
same after the treatment was 2.6 ± 1.5. The difference between the two 
means was statistically significant (P < 0.001). The considerable 
reduction in respect of means was due to the effectiveness of the drug. 
 
Table:3  The effectiveness of the drug in reducing cough 
Cough Before After 2 Significance 
Present 38 0 
30.42 P < 0.001 
Reduced 0 2 
Absent 0 36 
n 38 38 
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 The cough present, reduction and absent were posted for before 
and after the treatment in Table-3. Before treatment all the persons were 
having cough. At the end of the treatment, they have showed either the 
cough was absent or reduced. The absent and reduction after the 
treatment was statistically analysed and results showed significant absent 
of cough.  
 
Table: 4  The effectiveness of the drug in reducing breathlessness 
  
Breathlessness Before After       2   Significance  
Present 38 0 
17.8 P < 0.001 
Reduced 0 6 
Absent 0 32 
n 38 38 
 
The breathlessness present, reduction and absent were posted for 
before and after treatment in table 4. Before the treatment all the persons 
were having breathlessness. At the end of the treatment they have showed 
either the breathlessness was reduced or absent. The absent and reduction 
after the treatment was statistically analysed and results showed 
significant absent of breathlessness. 
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Table : 5  Classification of response of the drug 
Response No. of subjects % 
Good 31 81.6% 
Fair 6 15.7 % 
Poor 1 2.7 % 
Total 38 100.0 
 
 81.6 % subjects responded good to the treatment 
 15.7 % subjects responded fairly  
 2.7 % subjects responded poorly  
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DISCUSSION 
 
The therapeutic efficacy of Kudasapalai Vithai Chooranam in the 
disease Eraippu Erumal was studied Bio- chemically, Pharmacologically 
and by clinically. 
According to Siddha concept the derangement of the Kabha 
humour is the basic abnormality in Eraippu Erumal  
“fgj;jpidad;wpf; fhrRthrk; - fhzhJ” 
        Njud; Nrfug;gh 
 “jhdKs;s Nrj;J ke;jhdpsfpy; ntg;G 
  rakPis apUky; ke;jhu fhrk; 
  <dKWQ; re;eptpl Njhlk; tpf;fy; 
  apUj;Nuhfq; fug;ghd; tpuz Njhlk; 
 khdidaPH; R+iy jpus; tpahjp tPf;fk; 
  tUQ;rj;jp Rthrk; neQ;rilg;G J}f;fk; 
 VdKWq; fhkhiy ghz;L Nrhif  
  VO Ruq;fs; gyJf;fk tplKz;lhNk”.  
- rjf ehb  
   - rpj;j kUj;Jt Neha; ehly; Neha;  
Kjdhly; jpul;L-(gf;fk;-169) 
Thus the affected kabha humour manifests as clinical symptoms 
like difficulty in breathing, cough with or without expectoration, 
sneezing, tightness of chest etc. 
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The drug Kudasapalai Vithai Chooranam selected for this study 
possesses astringent taste (Thuvarppu) & a little bitter taste (siru kaippu). 
Astringent and kaippu has the tendency to mitigate the harmful effects of 
the vitiated kabha humour. 
 “thjNkypl;lhy; kJuk; GspAg;G  
 NrjKwr; nra;AQ; rpiwak; - Xjf;Nfs; 
 fhue; Jth;frg;Gf; fhl;LQ; Ritnay;yhk; 
 rhug; ghpfhuQ; rhw;W”. 
     - fz;Zrhkpak; 
 fhh;g;G, Jth;g;G, ifg;G ,k;%d;W RitfSk; IakpFjpia 
rkdg;gLj;Jk.; 
- rpj;j kUj;Jt Neha;ehly;  
Neha;Kjdhly; jpul;L ghfk; 1- (gf;fk;22). 
Jth;g;gpd; nra;if: 
“FUjp Rj;jp ahf;Fk; 
nfhba gpj;jk; Nghf;Fk; 
nghUJg; Gz;iz ahw;Wk; 
nghy;yh itak; khw;Wk; 
kUT ke;jk; Njf;Fk; 
tsh;f;F khkk; ahh;f;Fk; 
FUtpd; Fzj;j jhNy 
Fsph;e;j Jth;g;gpd; Ntiy” 
- kUj;Jt jdpg;ghly; rpj;j kUj;Jthq;fr;RUf;fk;- (gf;fk; 36). 
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ifg;gpd; gz;Gk;, nra;ifAk; 
 “NtW fhuzk; tpisj;j T+z;ntWg; 
Nghl;L kpay;gh Naw;f tpUk;ghr; 
Ritahk; gpj;j ika tpfw;gq; 
Flw; GO Fl;lk; nfhba eQ;R 
tha;eP &wy; mow;rpAk; jzpf;Fk; 
nka;ePh;f; frpitAe; jbiaAe; jbAk; 
Cz;ryk; kyQ;ryk; epzryk; vd;gpDs; 
kd;dpa %isr; Rug;gpfs; ahitAk; 
twl;Lk; Kiyg;ghy; khrWk; mwpit 
tsh;f;Fk; nkspjhk; nrhpf;;ff; fufug; 
Gsjhk; csq;nfhL ifg;ig 
msNthL nfhz;lhy; milAk; gaNd”. 
kUj;Jt jdpg;ghly; - rpj;j kUj;Jthq;fr;RUf;fk;-(gf;fk; 36) 
  
 The seeds indrayava, are bitter and pungent in taste, pungent in the 
post digestive effect and hot in potency. They alleviate all the three 
doshas. 
    - Internet   
  All these factors seem to neutralise the vitiated kabha humour. 
This explanation is arrived on the basis of the analysis of the gunapadam 
aspect of the drug which correlates with that of the pharmacological 
analysis and the clinical assessment. 
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  Bio chemical analysis shown the presence of Calcium, Sulphate, 
Chloride, Ferrous iron, Phosphate, Albumin, Tannic acid, Unsaturated 
compound and Amino acid. Their presence augments the therapeutic 
value of this drug by providing indispensable nutrition. Sulphate a 
derivative of sulphar has got anti-asthmatic property. 
  Iron is a valuable tonic and alterative.It aids cellular oxidation, 
thus enhancing the functional activity of all organs. 
  The presence of Amino acids will promote the immune system of 
the body. 
  Pharmacological analysis shows that this drug has got significant 
anti spasmodic activity and significant anti-histamine activity. 
 In the clinical assessment, of the 38 cases selected, 31 cases 
(81.6%) showed good response, 6 cases (15.7%) showed fair response 
and 1 case (2.7%) showed poor response. 
 Biostatistical analysis also revealed that this drug has got 
significant effect in treating Eraippu Erumal. 
 The improvement was proved by the alleviation of the signs and 
symptoms present before the treatment. During the clinical trail the 
Patients showed no untoward effects . 
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SUMMARY 
 
¾ The drug kudasapalai Vithai Chooranam has been taken to establish its 
efficacy in treating Eraippu Erumal.  The dose of kudasapalai Vithai 
Chooranam is one gram twice daily with hot water taken after food. 
¾ A brief description pertaining to its botanical aspect, phyto-chemical 
constituents and gunapdam aspect has been referred. 
¾ A review of the literatures about the drug and its significance in 
medicine since ancient period has been done. 
¾ Collected information from various literatures and Internet has been 
refered. 
¾ Bio-chemical analysis shows the presence of Calcium, Sulphate, 
Chloride, Ferrous iron, Phosphate, Albumin, Tannic acid, Unsaturated 
compound and Amino acid and their biological significance has been 
discussed. 
¾ Pharmacological analysis shows that the drug has got significant anti 
spasmodic activity and significant anti-histamine activity. 
¾ From the clinical assessment it is inferred that kudasapalai Vithai 
Chooranam possesses good efficacy in treating Eraippu Erumal and 
the drug has no untoward effects.  
¾ Biostatistical analysis also revealed that this drug has got significant 
effect in treating Eraippu Erumal. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
From the studies  Kudasapalai Vithai Chooranam has been 
concluded to be an effective Anti Spasmodic and Anti Histamine drug, 
and hence effective for Eraippu Erumal.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Siddhars are  pioneers in the use of metals and minerals as 
therapeutic agents. This truth is clearly quoted in Theraiyar’s verses  
 
 “#jfe;jp jhJfw;gQ; nrhd;d ehl;lhh; rpfpr;ir 
  Xjhpa %ypapk; kz;Nzhh;r; rpfpr;ir”. 
 
 Initially a patient should be put on herbal prepartions and if he 
fails to that then he should be tried with high potency drugs such as 
Parpam, Chenduram, Kattu, Kalangu,etc. prepared from purified metals, 
salts and orpiments. It is obvious  from this line. 
 
 “Nth;ghU jioghU kpQ;rpdf;fhy; 
         nky;y nky;y gw;gk; nre;J}uk; ghNu”. 
 
!Bulk amount of medicine prepared from thathuvaguppu can be 
stored and utilised in times of need for many years. There by avoiding 
time lapse and making work easier. 
Furthermore, the above said medicines have a characteristic feature 
of treating a number of diseases when given with different vehicle or 
adjuvant (anupanam). This is a hallmark of our system of medicine, 
which adds  a feather to our crown. 
By keeping all these facts in mind the author has selected  
Annabethi Chenduram for treating Bleeding  disorders. 
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AIM AND OBJECTIVE 
 
 The main aim and objective of this dissertation is to do a scientific 
review of the haemostatic activity of Annabethi Chenduram based on 
its indication for Kuruthi Moolam (,uj;j %yk; - Bleeding piles) and 
Perumpadu (Menorrhagia) in “Kaikanda Anuboga Vaithiya 
Perumkural” (page 100). 
 
 Annabethi is a cheap and easily available drug. Annabethi 
Chenduram has been selected for the study because Kuruthimoolam and 
Perumpadu is a challenge to the medical world and we need to give the 
patient a medical remedy as an alternate to surgical intervention. 
This study is aimed at exposing the exemplary medicinal values of 
this drug. So far no scientific study has been done to prove the 
haemostatic activity of this drug. 
 
 This study is done in the following aspects.  
1. Chemical aspect 
2. Gunapadam aspect 
3. Bio-chemical analysis  
4. Pharmacological analysis 
5. Clinical assessment. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
CHEMICAL ASPECT 
 
• Ferrous sulphate (FeSo4. 7H2O) 
• Systematic name  :  Iron (II) Sulphate 
• Synonyms     :  Ferrous 
Green vitriol 
Copperas 
Melanterite 
Szomolnokite  
Physical and Chemical properties 
• Molecular formula  
FeSO4. H2O   -  Monohydrate 
FeSO4.4H2O   -  Tetrahydrate 
FeSO4. 5H2O   -  Pentahydrate 
FeSO4.7H2O   -  Heptahydrate. 
 The Heptahydrate is called green vitriol. 
• Molar Mass : 
169.923 g/mol  -   Monohydrate 
224.120 g/mol  -  Tetrahydrate 
  242.135 g/mol  -  Pentahydrate  
278.05 g/mol  -  Heptahydrate 
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• Appearance    -  Blue/ green (or) White crystals 
• Crystal structure -  Monoclinic 
• Density     -  1.898 g/cm3 
• Solubility     -  Soluble in water 
• Melting point   -  640C  
• Boiling point   -  3000C  
Production : 
¾ In the finishing of steel prior to plating or coating, the steel sheet or 
rod is passed through pickling baths of sulphuric acid. This treatment 
produces large quantities iron (11) sulphate as a waste product. 
¾ Iron (II) sulphate is prepared commercially by oxidation of pyrite or 
by treating iron with sulphuric acid. 
¾ It can be made by combining iron with sulphuric acid or by 
oxidizing iron pyrites, a compound of iron and sulphur. 
       -Internet 
¾ It is salt usually obtained by the decomposition of iron –pyrites by 
the action of atmospheric moisture. It can be obtained also by 
dissolving iron wires in sulphuric acid by the aid of heat. It occurs 
in pale bluish green oblique rhombic prisms. 
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¾ Its taste is very astringent or styptic and without any odour, acid 
reaction, soluble in water, insoluble in alcohol. It is a valuable 
haematinic tonic and  astringent. 
 - Indian Materia Medica Vol-II (page-63)  
¾ It is obtained as a by product of industrial processes using iron ores 
that have been treated with sulphuric acid. The sulphate salt is used 
as a starting material for the manufacture of various other iron (II) 
compounds and as a reducing (deoxidizing) agent in chemical 
processor. 
  - The New Encyclopaedia Britannica Vol –V (page-431) 
¾ Ferrous sulphate may be obtained by dissolving scrap iron in dilute 
sulphuric acid but in the laboratory it is generally obtained from the 
kipp’s waste which contains ferrous sulphate with free sulphuric 
acid. 
¾ The liquid is concentrated in the presence of scrap iron which reacts 
with excess of sulphuric acid to give ferrous sulphate, and the 
nascent hydrogen liberated reduces any ferric salt present to ferrous. 
On filtering and allowing to stand FeSo4. 7 H2O crystallizes out. 
Ferrous sulphate containing 6,5,3,2,1 or no molecules of water of 
crystallization is also known. 
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¾ In commerce, ferrous sulphate is obtained by exposing big heaps of 
moist iron pyrites to air when slow oxidation takes place. 
 
2 FeS2 + 2H2O + 7O2        2 FeSo4 + 2 H2 So4 
 
¾ From the solution obtained crystals of ferrous sulphate are obtained 
as in the laboratory method. 
 - Text Book of Inorganic Chemistry (page -834) 
 
Properties and uses : 
 Light green crystals of ferrous sulphate lose water and turn brown 
 on exposure to air due to oxidation.  
    4 FeSO4 + 2H2O + O        4 Fe(OH) So4 (Basic ferric sulphate) 
 On heating it decomposes as follows 
    2 FeSO4               Fe2O3 + SO2 + SO3 
 With nitric oxide, ferrous sulphate turns black due to the formation 
 of nitroso ferrous sulphate, FeSO4.No (destroyed by heat) 
 Reducing Property  
It is a good reducing agent. By losing an electron it is oxidized to 
ferric sulphate as   
Fe 2+              Fe3+ + e- 
For example, it decolorises acidified potassium permanganate and 
turns acidified potassium dichromate green. 
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 Nitrogen dioxide, when passed through its solution is first reduced 
to nitric oxide and then gives black FeSo4 No.  
       NO2                   NO + O 
 It forms double salts with sulphate of alkali metals. These can be 
represented by the general formula 
                  R2So4.6H2O  
 With ammonium sulphate, it gives ferrous ammonium sulphate, 
(Mohr’s salt) FeSo4 (NH4)2SO4.6H2O.This is not oxidized so 
readily as ferrous sulphte and is, therefore used in volumetric 
analysis in preference to ferrous sulphate. 
 -Inorganic Chemistry (Page-834) 
Uses: 
 Ferrous sulphate is also an additive found in various foods, including 
the enriched cornmeal that serves as a key ingredient in cheetos. 
 Ferrous sulphate is also used to treat iron deficiency anaemia. Side 
effects of therapy may include nausea and epigastric abdominal 
discomfort after taking iron. These side effects can be minimized by 
taking ferrous sulphate at bedtime. 
Commercial uses : 
y Ferrous sulphate can also be used to color concrete. It is best used 
for newly curved concrete. Mix with water until saturated and spray 
onto concrete. The color will range from yellow to rust. 
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y In horticulture it is used as a lawn conditioner and moss killer.  
y Ferrous sulphate is used to dye fabrics and leather and to make ink. 
y Used to purify water,and as a disinfectant, wood preservative and 
weedkiller. 
-Internet 
y It is used for making fertilizers and pesticides and for iron 
electroplating.  
- An Encyclopedia of Chemicals and Drugs and Biologicals. 
 
y It is also used in the preparation of Mohr’s salt, ferric oxide, ferric 
alum and nitric oxide. 
    - Textbook of Inorganic Chemistry  
 
Medicinal uses of ferrous sulphate  
1. Bhasma is prepared by taking equal quantities of iron sulphate and 
sulphur, reducing them to fine powder. To this is added triphala, 
black pepper, honey and ghee and the whole is triturated. 
   Dose         : ¼ to 2 grains,(32.5mg-130mg) twice a day with 
honey 
          Indication :  Enlargement of liver 
 
2. Iron sulphate on account of its astringent properties used in anaemia, 
malaria, kala azar. 
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3. A grain of ferrous sulphate in an ounce each of omumwater and 
infusion of chiretta thrice a day after food. 
           Indication : Neurolgic (or) Rheumatic attacks and anemia  
4. 24 grains of ferrous sulphate and 30 grains of black pepper and 
cinnamon powder, made into 12 pills. With a sufficient quantity of 
honey and given in doses of one pills twice a day. 
Indication : For anaemic females suffering from chorea,                      
leucorrhoea and amenorrhoea. 
5. Externally iron sulphate is used in skin diseases, painful  syphilitic 
ulcer eczema, pruritis intertrigo. 
6. In bleeding piles and prolapsus of the rectum daily enemas of the 
simple solution of sulphate (3 grains to an ounce of water) are 
serviceable.   
7. In chronic skin diseases an ointment made of iron pyrites and ghee is 
used with benefit. 
- Indian Materia Medica Vol-II (Page -62) 
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GUNAPADAM ASPECT 
!
md;d Ngjp 
(md;d+Ngjp) md;dj;ijg; Ngjpg;gJ. ,J Xh; filr;ruf;F. 
,J cgurk; 120y; xd;W vd;gij 
 
‘fz;L nfhs; cgurj;jpd; tifiar; nrhy;Ntd;  
 J}shd fw;G+ur; rpiyf; fw;fhtp 
Rj;jkzy; nrk;kz;ZQ; rd;dNgjp” 
- Nghfh; fhurhuj;Jiw 
vd;gjhy; mwpayhk; 
 
md;dNgjpapd; NtWngah;fs;: 
 ‘md;dNgjpia miwaf; NfS 
  Mjpf;fy; ehjkhk; md;df;fhyd; 
 fd;dkhk; Ngjpahq;fy; rtLehjq; 
  fdkhd fspk;Gjhd; fy;YNtfQ; 
 rpd;dkhk; Ngjpahkiy tPhpakhFk; 
  jpuhtfj;Jr; fLq;fhhp NgjpahFk; 
 kt;tdkhk; Ngjpah kiyUJTkhF 
  khrw;w td;dnkd;w NgjpjhNd” 
ciu: 
 fy;ehjk;> md;df;fhyd;> fy;rtLehjk;> fspk;G> fy;Ntfk;> 
kiytPhpak;> jpuhtfj;Jf; fLq;fhuNgjp> kiyUJ !
- Nghfh; epfz;L 1200 (%yKk; fUj;JiuAk;)-(gf;fk;- 24) 
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thRfpd Ngjp (md;dNgjp) 
!
“rf;fukhk;> mjpuNgjpad;d Ngjp 
  Ngjp> mjPjNgjp> rj;jNgjpnad;Wk; 
 ef;fukhk;> etNgjp> RfNgjpnad;Wk; 
  ed;whf trdpj;Njhk;> Kay;Ngjpnad;Wk; 
 mf;fukhk;> ruf;fpDl Ngnuy;yhe;jhd; 
  mwpe;J> ntF ,Jjs;sp Ma;e;jNgnuy;yhk;  
 th;f;fnky;yhk; kzpNghy> nghWf;fpr; Nrh;j;J 
  trdpj;Njhk;> thRfpd; Ngjpapd; NgNu” 
 
ciu:  
 rf;fuk;> mjpuNgjp> mjPjNgjp> rj;jNgjp> etNgjp> RfNgjp> Kay;Ngjp 
 - gQ;r fhtpa epfz;L- (gf;fk; - 128) 
 
Synonyms 
Sans  - Kasisa, Hura – tutia 
Eng  - Green vitriol, green copperas; Copperas of  commerce, 
  Sulphates of iron, Cruae ferrous sulpate, Iron sulphate, 
  salt of steel 
Fr   - Sulphate ferreux 
Ger  - Schwefelasaures Eisenoxydul 
Ben  - Hira-kas, Hirakosis 
Can & Kon- Hirakasa 
Arab  - Zaje-Asfara 
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-  Annabedi 
Pers  - Zankurmadani, Tutiya –saba 
Hind  - Haratutia, Kasis, Hira-kasis (or) Heera Kasus, kahi 
Guj  - Hara – Kasis; Kashis 
Punj   - Sang-i-sabz  
Can 
Tam             
Tel  
Mal  
Malay  - Madukalpa 
Tel    - Tagramu 
    - Indian Materia Medica Vol-II(Page-63)  
!
md;dNgjp Njhw;wk; 
 
 “Ntijahd md;dnkd;w Ngjp jhDk; 
  tpsq;fpaNjhh; cw;gj;jp nrhy;yf;NfS 
 khijahd kiyapDl UJTnghq;fp 
  khrw;w fpuzj;jhy; nghq;fp ePWk; 
 ghijahd kiyr;rTL vd;W NgU   
  ghq;fhd %d;Wtpj tz;z khFk; 
 fhijahd fhrPrnkd;W NgU 
  fUg;GkQ;rs; nts;isepw khFq; fhNz” 
- Nghfh; 7000 - %d;whk; Mapuk;-(gf;fk; 231) 
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• ,Uk;Gf; fk;gpAld; fe;jfj;jpuhtfk; Nrh;j;Jr; nra;fpd;w 
,r;ruf;F>fl;bfshAk; gr;irepwkhAk; ,Uf;Fk;. md;dNgjp vd;w 
fhrPrk;kiyapy; cw;gj;jpahfpwnjd;W Nghfh; E}y; $Wk;. 
- Fzghlk; - jhJ [Pt tFg;G-(gf;fk; 395) 
tiffs;:  
4 tiffs; cz;L. mit, 
1. m];jpNgjp 
2. nrhh;zNgjp 
3. khq;fp\Ngjp 
4. rf];jpuNgjp 
- Nghfh; epfz;L 1200. (%yKk; fUj;JiuAk;)-(gf;fk; - 46) 
!
NtW 
 md;dNgjp 3 tiffshfTk; cz;L. mit, 
1. m];jpNgjp 
2. nrhh;zNgjp 
3. khq;fp\Ngjp 
. rl;il Kdp epfz;L 1200-(gf;fk; 39) 
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NtW 
 md;dNgjp 2 tpjq;fshapUf;fpd;wd. mit 
1. thYfhrPrk; - fUepwKilaJ 
2. G\;gfhrPrk; - fgpyth;zKilaJ 
,jpy; thYfhrPrk; Nkd;ikahdJ 
- Nfh\hap - mDNghf itj;jpa gpuk;k ufrpak;>  
ghfk; - 2- (gf;fk; 185) 
NtW 
 md;dNgjp epwj;jpd; mbg;gilapy; 3 tpjkhfTk; cs;sJ. mit 
1. fWg;G 
2. kQ;rs; 
3. nts;is  
vd;W Nghfh; E}y; $Wk;. 
. Fzghl jhJ-[Pt tFg;G (gf;fk; 396) 
 
md;dNgjp rj;Jtghdk; 
 rpfg;G> kQ;rs;> ntz;ik fUg;Gnad;fpw epwj;jhy; md;dNgjp 4 
tpjq;fnsd;W $wg;gl;bUf;fpd;wJ. mitfis kdpjd;> Fjpiu> kapy;> 
gR> kPd; ,itfspd; gpr;Rfshy; gpuj;jpNaf gpuj;jpNafkha; miuj;J 
gpwF> Nga;gPh;f;fd; ,iyr;rhW> Ngahtpiu ,iyr;rhW> Njd;> nea;> 
ntq;fhuk;> Fz;Lkzpg;gUg;G> nty;yk; vd;gitfSld; miuj;J 
tpy;iy nra;J> a\;bfhae;jpuj;jpy; itj;J Cjpdhy; mjpy; rj;J 
,wq;Fk;. me;j rj;ij  R+uzpj;J Glkpl;lhy; nre;J}hpf;Fk;. 
. Nfh\hap mDNghf itj;jpa gpuk;k ufrpak;  
ghfk; -2- (gf;fk; 185) 
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md;dNgjpr; rj;J  
md;dNgjpapdpd;W ,wf;FQ; rj;J> ,jdhy; ypq;fk;  nkOfhFk;  
- b.tp. rhk;grptk; gps;is mfuhjp-ghfk; - 1-(gf;fk;-537) 
!
Rj;jp 
y md;dNgjpia ePhpy;fiuj;Jr; rpwpjsT fe;jfj; jpuhtfk; tpl;L 
tbf;fl;b> cg;G ciwAk; gf;Ftj;jpy; fha;r;rpf; nfhs;tNj 
Rj;jpahFk;. 
Fzghl jhJ-[Pt tFg;G (gf;fk; 395) 
 
y fhprdhq;fz;zp ,urj;jpy; Ntfitj;jhy; Rj;jpahFk; 
y gor;rhw;wpy; 1 ehs; KOtJk; Cwitj;J jz;zPh; tw;Wfpw 
tiuapYk; itj;J vLf;f Rj;jpahFk;. 
         Nfh\hap mDNghf itj;jpa gpuk;k ufrpak;- ghfk;-1 
(gf;fk; 42) 
 
y md;dNgjpia GJ Xl;bypl;L rptf;f tWj;J vLj;jhy; Rj;jpahFk; 
- fz;Zrhkp rpfpr;rhuj;d jPgk vd;Dk; itj;jpa E}y ;  
(gf;fk; 42) 
 gz;G 
md;dNgjp ePhpy; fiuAk;> rhuhaj;jpy; fiuahJ. ,jd; Nky; 
fhw;Wg;gl;lhy; ntz;ikahd J}sha;tpLk;. 
- Fzg;ghlk;. JhJ [Pt tFg;G-(gf;fk; 396) 
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Rit: 
 Jth;g;G 
tPhpak; : 
 ntg;gk; 
 
nra;if: 
 cly; cuKz;lhf;fp> Jth;g;gp> UJcz;lhf;fp> ehw;wkfw;wp> 
GOf;nfhy;yp> Kiwntg;gfw;wp. ,jid ntspapy; Ml;rpGhpe;jhy; Jth;g;gp 
nra;ifAk;> ntg;gKz;lhf;fpr; nra;ifAk; cz;L.  
 
nghJf;Fzk;:  
 ‘KistpuzQ; R+iyke;j Kl;lhikf; fl;b 
 tpisawd;k NfhjuNeha; tPl;Lk; - tiskiyNghw; 
 fhl;Lkd;de; jd;idf; fzj;jpw; rykhf;fpf; 
 fhl;Lkd;d NgjpaJ fhz;” 
  
 md;dj;ij ePuha;fiuf;fpd;w md;dNgjp Kisf;fl;b> R+iy> 
m[Puzk;> gha;fpd;w Mikf;fl;b. tPwparNyhjuk; ,itfis ePf;Fk;. 
  
 NkYk; ,jidg; ghz;L> R+jfg;ghz;L> R+jf;fl;L> fUg;gg;gpuNkfk;> 
fha;r;ry; fl;b> Kiwr;Ruk;> vOQhapW> ehl;gl;l ff;fpUky;. jl;ilf; 
fpUkp Nuhfk; Kjypa gpzpfSf;F cs;Sf;Fk;> mf;fp> Nkftpuzk;> 
rP%yk;> Mrdtha; ntspg;gly;> fUg;gtpuzk; Kjypa gpzpfSf;F 
NkYf;Fk; cgNahfpf;fyhk;. ,jpy; mak; ,Ug;gjdhy; ,Uk;gpdhy; 
jPUk; gpzpfs; ePq;Fk;. 
- Fzghlk; - jhJ [PttFg;G - (gf;fk; 396) 
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 gytPdk;> R+jfnthOf;F> ghz;L> nts;is Kjypa Neha;fSf;F 
,ijr; nre;J}ukhfr; nra;J cgNahfpg;gJz;L. ehl;gl;l 
Kiwr;ruk;> Fsph;Ruk;> Foe;ij ff;fpUky;> mrPuzk;> rPjNgj>p 
fpUkpNeha; KjypaitfSf;F cgNahfpf;fyhk;. 
. b.tp. rhk;grptk;gps;is mfuhjp > 
ghfk; 1-(gf;fk;-537) 
 
 fz;fSf;F ed;ik nra;Ak;gbahdjhAk;, Nuhkq;fis ehrk; 
gz;Zk;gbahdjhAk;> tp\Njh\k;> thjNjh\k;> rpNy\;kNjh\k;> 
uzNjh\q;fis Nghf;fbf;Fk;. 
- Nfh\hap - mDNghf itj;jpa gpuk;k ufrpak;- (gf;fk;- 185) 
 
 makUe;JfSf;Fs; ,Jjhd; ntFrpNu\;lkhdJ. ,J ghz;L> 
kJ%j;jpuk;> fhrk;> gytPdk;> R+jff;fl;L Kjypatw;wpw;F ,tw;iw 
nfhLj;jhy; jtwhky; Fzj;ijf;fhl;Lk;. 
- gpuhzu~hkph;jrpe;J -(gf;fk; 89) 
 
msT: 
1 (65 kp.fp) Kjy; 3 mhprpnail (195 kp.fp). mjpf mstpy; 
nfhLj;jhy; nfLjiy tpistpf;Fk; 
 
md;dNgjpia cgNahfpf;Fk;nghOJ ftdpf;f Ntz;Ltd 
 md;dNgjpia mUe;jp tUq;fhyj;J kyk; fWj;Jf; nfl;l 
ehw;wj;NjhbUf;Fk;. 
 md;dNgjpiar; rhg;gpLk; nghOJ> tplhKaw;rpaha;> 
thuj;jpw;nfhUKiw tpl;L tpl;Lr; rhg;gpl Ntz;Lk;. 
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 md;d Ngjpia Muk;gj;jpy; mjpf mstpy; nfhLf;ff;$lhJ. 
mjpfk; nfhLj;jhy;> kyk; kpfTk; fWj;J kyge;jk; cz;lhFk;. 
 md;dNgjpia mUe;jpf;nfhz;L tUk;nghOJ gj;J 
ehisf;nfhUKiw Ngjpf;Ff; nfhLj;jhy; ey;y FzKz;lhFk;. 
 md;dNgjpiar; rhg;gpLk; nghOJ Gspg;igAk;, Gspg;Gs;s 
goq;fisAk; Kw;wpYk; ePf;fp> maj;jpw;Ff; $wpa gj;jpak; fhj;jy; 
Ntz;Lk;. 
 Foe;ijfSf;F md;dNgjpiaf; nfhLf;f Ntz;ba 
mtrpakpUe;jhy; Fiwe;j mstpy; nfhLf;fTk;. 
 md;dNgjpia cztpw;F gpwNf mUe;j Ntz;Lk;. 
 
cgNahfk;: 
 %yNuhfj;jpy; fhZk; ,uj;j  xOf;fpw;F> md;dNgjpj;J}s; xU     
tuhfndiliar; (4.2 fp) Rkhh; 2 Nrh; (280 kp.yp) ePhpy; fiuj;J> 
xt;nthU ehSk; t];jp nra;J te;jhy;> ,uj;jk; epw;Fk;.,e;j ePiu> 
mf;fp>Nkftpuzk;> fUg;gGw;W>rP%yk; KjypaitfSf;F NkYf;F 
cgNahfpf;fyhk;. 
 
 md;dNgjpiaf; fy;tj;jpypl;L> Ntz;ba msT ePh; tpl;Lf; 
Fok;Gg;gjj;jpy; miuj;J> Mrdk; ntspj;js;sy;> fUg;gtpuzk;> 
ngz;fspd; cWg;Gj;js;sy; Kjypatw;wpw;F NkYf;Fg; Nghlr; 
RUf;fkile;J cs;Sf;F ,Oj;Jf;nfhs;Sk;. 
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 rpj;j itj;jpah;fs; md;dNgjpiaj; jdpahf cs;Sf;Ff; 
nfhLg;gjpy;iy> ,jid jdpahfthtJ (m) kw;wr; ruf;FfSld; 
$l;bahtJ nre;J}ukhf;fp ifahSfpd;whh;fs;. 
kw;w itj;jpah;fs; ifahSk; Kiw 
 md;dNgjp - 2 cSe;njilia (130 kp.fp). XH; mTd;]; (28 kp.yp.) 
epyNtk;Gf; FbePhpy; my;yJ Xkj;jPePhpy; fye;J nfhs;sNtz;Lk;. 
ehs; xd;Wf;F 3 Ntis tPjk; gyf; FiwT ghz;L Kjypa 
Neha;fSf;Ff; nfhLg;gJz;L. 
 fhpaNghsj;J}s; 12 cSe;njil (780 kp.fp) md;dNgjp;j;J}s; 30 
cSe;njil (2 fp) Nrh;j;Jg; NghJkhd msT Njd; $l;b 
miuj;J 24 khj;jpiufs; nra;J nfhs;s Ntz;Lk;. 
msT : Ntisf;F 2 khj;;jpiu tPjk; Kk;Kiw nfhLf;fTk;. 
jPUk; Neha;fs;: ghz;LTld; $ba nts;is> R+jff;fl;L> 
R+jf xOf;F ,itfs; ePq;Fk;. 
 md;dNgjp 12 cSe;njil (780 kp.fp) kpsFj;J}s; 15 
cSe;njil (975 kp.fp) Nrh;j;J NghJkhd msT Njd; $l;b 
miuj;J> 112 khj;jpiufs; nra;J nfhs;s Ntz;Lk;.  
msT: Ntisf;F 2 khj;jpiu tPjk; ,U Ntis 
nfhLf;fTk; 
mDghdk;: epyNtk;Gf; FbePH (m) rPe;jpy; FbePH 
jPUk; Neha;fs;: Kiwr;Ruk; 
 
 md;dNgjp - 1 cSe;njilia (65 kp.fp). ,uz;L Nrh; (560 kp.yp) 
ePhpy; fye;Jf; nfhs;s Ntz;Lk;. kNfhjuk;> Nrhig> gyf;FiwT 
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Kjypa Neha;fspy; ,ju kUe;Jfs; rhg;gpl;Lf; nfhz;L tUk; 
nghOJk;> jhfk; cz;lhFk; nghOJk; mUe;jp te;jhy; ew;gyid 
mspf;Fk;. 
md;dNgjpr; nre;J}uk;: 
 ‘md;d Ngjpiaf;Fkhpar; Nrhw;wpd; rhw;wiuj;J 
 Kd;dk;Ngh nlUg;Glj;jpy;” 
 
 Rj;jp nra;j md;dNgjpia fw;whio rhw;why; miuj;J tpy;iy jl;b 
cyh;j;jp rPiy nra;J Nfhop Glkpl nre;J}ukhFk;. 
mDghdk;: ntz;nza; 
msT : 1 Fd;wp vil 
jPUk; Neha;fs;: Fsph;Ruk;> khh;rsp> jiytyp> ,Uky;> ,uj;jNgjp> 
ngUk;ghL> ,uj;j%yk;> rPo;%yk;,nts;is> mrPuzg; Ngjp jPUk; 
gj;jpak;: ,r;rhgj;jpak; 
- iffz;l mDNghf itj;jpa ngUq;Fws; (gf;fk; -100) 
 
NtW md;dNgjpr; nre;J}uq;fs; :  
1. md;dNgjpr; nre;J}uk;: 
5 gyk; md;dNgjpiaf; fy;tj;jpy; Nghl;L vYkpr;irgor;rhW 
tpl;L 2-3 rhkk; miuj;J nkOF gjj;jpy; topj;J xU nghUj;jkhd 
rpW fyaj;jpy; Nghl;L tha;%br; rPiynra;J 20 tul;bapy; GlkplTk;. 
kPz;Lk; ,ij Kd;Nghy; miuj;J Glkpl;L vLj;J mjd; vilf;F 
1/8 vil ,ypq;fKk;,1/11 vil nfe;jpAk; $l;bf; fy;tj;jpy; ,l;L 
gor;rhW> tpl;liuj;J tpy;iy nra;J cyh;j;jp mfypy; itj;J Nky; 
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mfy; %br;rPiy nra;J Kd;Nghy; Glkpl;L vLf;f ey;y 
nre;J}ukhFk;. 
msT : ¼ - ½ Fd;wp vil jpdk; ,UNtis (32 kp.fp - 65 kp.fp) 
mDghdk; : Njd;  
jPUk;Neha;fs;: fy;yPuypy; cz;lhd uzk;, tPf;fk;, gpj;jk;, 
thjRuk;, ke;j grp jPUk;. 
    -fz;Zrhkp guk;giu itj;jpak; -( gf;fk;-323) 
 
2. xU kl;ghz;lj;jpy; 5 gyk; md;dNgjpiag; Nghl;L mit %o;Fk;gb 
vYkpr;rk;gor;rhW, Gjpdh ,iyr;rhW, ,Q;rpr;rhW rk msT fye;J 
tpl;L mLg;gpy; itj;J vhpj;J nkOFNghy; tUk; rkak; topj;J xU 
fyaj;jpy; Nghl;L tha;%br; rPiy nra;J 20-tul;bapy; GlkplTk; 
ed;wha;r; rpte;jpUf;Fk;. 
msT : Fd;wp vil (130 kp.fp) ,UNtis 
mDghdk; : Njd; 
jPUk;Neha;fs;  : kaf;fk;, jiyRw;wy;, the;jp, tha; Fkl;ly;, 
fhkhiy, if fhnyhpT, m[Puzk;, Ngjp, ghz;L.    
    -fz;Zrhkp guk;giu itj;jpak; -(gf;fk;-323) 
 
3.  5 gyk; md;dNgjpia xU kl;ghz;lj;jpy; Nghl;L mJ %o;Fk; tiu 
nts;shl;L ePUk;> NfhePUk; rk msT fye;J tpl;L mLg;gpy; itj;J 
rpWf vhpj;J nkOF gjk; te;jJk; Ruz;b vLj;J fy;tj;jpy; Nghl;L 
Kd; ePh;tpl;L  ehd;F rhkk; miuj;J nkOF Nghy; jpuSk; NghJ 
tpy;iy nra;J fhaitj;J mfypy; itj;J Nky; mfy;%b kz;rPiy 
7 nra;J 20 tul;bapy; Glkpl ey;y nre;J}ukhFk;.  
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msT : Fd;wp vil (130 kpfp) / 2 Ntis 
mDghdk; : Njd; 
jPUk;Neha;fs; : gpj;j ghz;L, Nrhig, fhkhiy, ngUtapW tPf;fk; 
 - fz;Zrhkp guk;giu itj;jpak; - (gf;fk;-224) 
 
4. Nky;Njhy; rPtp vLj;j Fkhp tPir 1f;F ¼ gb fw;Rz;zj;ijapl;L 3 
ehs; nrd;wgpd; kj;jhy; file;J njspaitj;Jj; jz;zPiu tbj;Jf; 
nfhs;sTk;. xU GJrl;bia mLg;gpy; itj;J mjpy; 10 gyk; 
md;dNgjpiag; Nghl;L fkyhf;fpdpahf vhpj;J Kd; nra;j Fkhp 
n[aePhpy; ¼ gb vLj;J md;dNgjpf; fl;bfisg; Gul;bf; 
nfhz;bUe;J n[aePnuy;yhk; Kbe;j gpd; ,tw;iw xU mfypy; 
Nghl;L Nky; %br;rPiy nra;J cyh;j;jp 30 tul;bapy; GlkplTk;. 
nre;J}uj;jpd; epwk; khJsk;G+tpd; epwj;jpDQ; rpte;J ,Uf;Fk;. 
mg;gb rptf;ftpy;iynad;why; ,Nj Nghy; kw;nwhU Glk; Nghl;L 
vLf;fTk;.  
msT : Fd;wp vil (130 kp;fp)/2 Ntis. 
jPUk; Neha;fs; : rPjNgjp> Ruk;> ghz;L> Nrhif 
    -  fz;Zrhkp guk;giu itj;jpak; -(gf;fk;-251) 
 
5. md;dNgjp gyk; -2> ntbAg;G gyk; 2> nts;spf; fhbf;fhuk; 
tuhfndil 2> ,tw;iwf; fy;tj;jpy; Nghl;L vYkpr;irgor; 
rhWtpl;L nuz;;L rhkk; miuj;J nkOF gjj;jpy; gid Xiyahy; 
topj;J xU kl;fyaj;jpy; Nghl;L tha;f;F kz;NzhL %b 2>3 rPiy 
nra;J 15>20 tul;bapy; Glkpl;L; vLf;f nre;J}ukhFk;. 
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msT : ¾ -1 Fd;wp vil / ,UNtis (97 kp;fp.-130kp.fp) 
mDghdk; : Njd; 
jPUk;Neha;fs; : ghz;L, kNfhjuk;. 
   - gjhh;j;j Fz tpsf;fk; -jhJth;f;fk;- (gf;fk;;-43)  
 
6. 5 gyk; md;dNgjpiaf; fy;tj;jpy; Nghl;Lr; Rz;zePh; tpl;L 2 rhkk; 
ed;wha; miuj;J nkOF gjj;jpy; topj;J xU rpwpa kl;fyaj;jpy; 
Nghl;L tha;f;F XL %b 7 rPiykz; nra;J cyh;j;jp, 15,20 
tul;bapy; Glkpl;L vLf;f nre;J}ukhFk;. 
msT : Fd;wp vil(130 kp.fp)  / ,UNtis 
mDghdk; : Njd; 
jPUk; Neha;fs; : Ruk;, rP;jNgjp, fhkhiy, Nrhig, Ruf;fl;b, 
gpj;jg;gpzp. 
 - gjhh;j;j Fz tpsf;fk; -jhJth;f;fk;-(gf;fk;;-43) 
 
7. md;dNgjpf;F 6 gq;F rpWePiu fyaj;jpy; tpl;L mjpy; 
md;dNgjpia Nghl;L fyaj;jpd; tha;f;Fr; rpy;ypl;L rPiykz; 
nra;J ftrj;jpd; 4 gq;F vil tul;bapy; Glkpl;L vLf;f 
nre;J}ukhFk;. rptf;fhtpl;lhy; vYkpr;rk; gor;rhw;wpy; xU rhkk; 
miuj;J tpy;iy nra;J cyh;j;jp, Xl;by; ,l;L NkNyhL %b 3 
rPiykz; nra;J cyh;j;jp, ftrj;jpd; 6 gq;F vil tul;bapy; 
Glkpl;L Mwpd gpd; vLf;f nre;JukhFk;. 
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 msT : 2-4 Fd;wp vil (260 kp;fp.-520kp.fp) 
JizkUe;J : Njd;, nea;, ntz;nza;, tpy;thjp Nyfpak;, 
gQ;rjPghf;fpdp ,sfk;, ml;ljPghf;fpdp #uzk;. 
jPUk; Neha;fs; : gpj;j thA> %ythA, mf;fpdpkhe;jk;, khe;jNeha;, 
tapw;WNehT, njhlh;fopr;ry;, tapw;Wg;nghUky;. tapw;W ,iur;ry;. 
    - mDNghf itj;jpa etePjk; ghfk;-3-(gf;fk; -102). 
 
8. ‘md;dNgjpf; FLitapy; itj;J %bANk 
    Kd;dNkhh; Glkpl;nlL” 
md;dNgjpia xU FLitapy; Nghl;L Nky;%b rPiy nra;Jyh;j;jp 
10 (m) 15 vUtpy; Glkpl nre;J}ukhFk; kWgbAk; J}shf;fp 
jz;zPhpy; fyf;fp fhiyapy; utpapy; itj;J khiyapy; 
Rj;jjz;zPiu ,Wj;J NtW jz;zPu; tpl;L utpapy; ,g;gb 6-ehs; 
itj;jpWj;J miuj;jplr; nre;J}ukhFk;. 
mDghdk; : Njd;, Kl;il mtpj;J mjpy; juTk;  
jPUk; Neha;fs; : Ruk;, rPjNgjp. 
. iffz;l mDNghf itj;jpa 
ngUq;Fws;-(gf;fk;-98) 
9. md;dNgjpiag; nghbj;J xU Nfhg;igf; fpz;zj;jpy; Nghl;L %o;f 
,Q;rpr;rhW tpl;L nta;apypy; itj;J rhW Rz;bd gpd;G, %o;f 
gor;rhW tpl;L mJTk; Rz;b Fok;G gjkhAs;sNghJ topj;J Xh; 
kz;ghidapy; miu ghfj;jpy; mlq;Fk;gb tpl;L tha;f;F XL 
%br;rPiykz; nra;J Glkplr; nre;J}ukhFk; miuj;J itj;Jf; 
nfhs;sNtz;Lk;. 
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msT : Ntisf;F Fd;wp vil(130-kpfp), jpdk; 2 Ntis 
mDghdk; : Njd; (m) jf;f mDghdk;  
jPUk; Neha;fs; : ghz;L, Nrhit, fhkhiy, mrPuzNgjp  
mDgt itj;jpa Njt ufrpak; ghfk; - 3- (gf;fk; - 381) 
10. Take required quantity of purified Annabethi and grind with kaadineer 
and make small discs. Put puttam. 
Dose: 1 to 2 grains, (65mg-130mg) 
Indication : Jwaram give with honey, seithabbedi and pandu give 
with ghee  
- Pharmacopoeia of Hospital of Indian Medicine  
part-II (page-18) 
11. Feri sulphur – 2 grains 
Process : Steep in termented rice water for a day and triturate with the 
juice of 5 lemon fruits make lozengers, dry, enclose in clay pan 
crucibles, seal & burn with 10  cowdung cakes 
(or) 
Triturate with the juice of the leaves of Euphorbia nerifoliea lozengers 
dry and burn as before. 
Dose : 30 to 120mg in honey 
Indication : Anaemia, chlorosis, dysentery, diarrhoea, sprue. 
- Siddha System of Pharmacopoeia(Page -226) 
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FUjpg; Nghf;fpalf;fp nra;ifAs;s md;dNgjp NrUk; kUe;J 
y mkph;jrQ;rPtp Nyfpak; 
ty;yhiu,  
rpWGs;sb,  
nfhLg;ig  
rpw;whKl;b  
jhiotpOJ,  
tiff;F gyk;-5 ,bj;J 20 gb ryj;jpw;Nghl;L tw;w itj;j 
fpahok;, Mtpd;ghy;, ,sePh; tiff;F gb-2 ½ xd;wha;f;fye;J mjpy; 
Nkw;guiz ePq;fpd 10 gyk; ,Q;rpia ika miuj;Jg;Nghl;L 
Ntfitj;J nte;jjpd;Nghpy; rPdp fw;fz;L tiff;F gyk; 12 tPjk; 
Nghl;Lg; ghFnra;J 
 Nfh\;lk;,   fpuhk;G,   mf;fpufhuk;, 
 thy;kpsF,  rptij,   jhsprg;gj;jphp, 
 Vyk;,     Xkk,;    rhjpg;gj;jphp, 
 fUQ;rPufk;  fWf;F%yk;, mjptpilak;,   
 ew;rPufk;,   jphpfLF,   jphpgiy, 
 rhjpf;fha;,  muj;ij, 
tiff;F gyk; - ½ tPjk; ntJg;gpg; nghbj;j 
#uzj;ijAk;,tpy;tg;G+ ghypy; mtpj;J Rj;jp nra;j guq;fpg;gl;il 
tiff;F gyk;-2  
md;dNgjp,  
 Ke;jphpifg;gok;, 
 $ifePh; 
 fhak; 
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 NghPr;irg;gok; 
 tiff;;;F gyk; ½  
Fq;Fkg;G+,  
NfhNuhrid, 
 f];J}hp,  
gr;irf;fw;G+uk;,  
mgpd;  
 tiff;F foQ;R - 6 tPjk; nghbj;j #uzj;ijAk;, ½ gyk; 
Njw;whtpiuia Mtpd; ghypy; Cwitj;J miuj;jijAk;, 4-gyk; rPe;jpy; 
rh;f;fiuAk; rpWfr; rpWfg;Nghl;L kUe;Jf;Fj; jFe;j nea;iar; rpWfr; 
rpWftpl;Lf; fpz;b nkOFgjj;jpypwf;fp Mw;wp xUgb Njd;tpl;Lg; 
gpire;J nfhs;sTk; 
msT : Ntis xd;Wf;F 1 nfhl;ilg;ghf;fsT 
jPUk;Neha;fs; : Nkfj;jpnyLj;j rfy NuhfKk;, m];jpRuk;, 
fhq;if, rPjk;, ,uj;jk; tpOjy;, thA, ghz;L, Nrhif, fhkhiy 
Kjyhd rfy NuhfKe; jPUk;. 
 - Mj;kul;rhkph;jnkd;Dk; itj;jpa rhurq;fpuk; - (gf;fk;-440) 
   
md;dNgjp NrUk; gpwkUe;Jfs; 
1. md;dNgjpr; nre;J}uk; 
Rj;jp nra;j md;dNgjpia fhbePhpyiuj;J tpy;iy nra;J 2 (m) 3 
Glkplr; nre;J}ukhFk;. 
msT: ½ (65 kp.fp) Kjy; 1 Fd;wpasT (130 kp.fp) jf;f Jiz 
kUe;jpy; nfhs;sTk;. 
jPUk;Neha;fs;: Ruk;> rPjNgjp> ghz;L 
- Fzghlk;. jhJ [Pt tFg;G-(gf;fk; 397) 
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2. ntb md;dNgjpr; nre;J}uk;: 
Rj;jp nra;j md;dNgjp 1 gq;F 
Rj;jp nra;j ntbAg;G ½ gq;F ,t;tpuz;ilAk; vYkpr;ir gor;rhW 
tpl;Lg; Gul;b 2 (m) 3 Glkplr; nre;J}ukhFk;. 
msT: ½ (65 kp.fp) Kjy; 1 Fd;wpasT (130 kp.fp) jf;f 
JizkUe;jpy; nfhs;sTk;. 
      jPUk;Neha;fs;: Nrhif> ghz;;L> ngUtapW> fhkhiy jPUk;. 
- Fzghlk;. jhJ [Pt tFg;G- (gf;fk;- 397) 
3. rq;F jpuhtfj; jPePH; 
msT: 1 Kjy; 5 Jsp 
mDghdk; : jz;zPh;> fpahok; 
jPUk;Neha;fs; : tap;w;W typ> ePuhik> fTir> nfz;il> ngUtapW> 
thAj;jpul;rp NghFk;. 
- caph;fhf;Fk; rpj;j kUj;Jtk;- (gf;fk;-511) 
4. =je;j R+uzk;: 
 ,r;R+uzj;jhy; gy;Jyf;fp nfhs;s Ntz;Lk;. 
jPUk;Neha;fs;: ngz;fSf;F gw;fspUFtJkd;wp> 
khjtplhnad;Dk; ufrpa];jhdk; FWfyhFk; ,jdhy; 
Njffhe;jpAk;> KftrPfuKk;> ngz;fSf;F typTKz;lhFk;. 
,g;gb GU\Uf;fd;W 
- Nfh\hap mDNghf itj;jpa gpuk;k ufrpak;-  
ghfk; -1-(gf;fk;-115) 
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5. m\;l Fd;k Nyfpak; 
msT: 1 cUz;il (jhd;wpf;fha;Nghy;), Ntis xd;Wf;F 1 
cUz;il 
jPUk;Neha;fs;: mz;lthjk;> Fd;kk;> nfz;il> cg;gprk;> 
nrhpahik> ngUtapW> kyf;fl;L> thapy; ePh;> ,uj;jk; tbjy;> 
rfythAjPUk;. 
- Mj;kul;rhkph;j nkd;Dk; itj;jpa rhurq;fpufk;-  
(gf;fk; - 448) 
6. md;dgtor; nre;J}uk; 
msT: 1 ½ Kjy; 2 Fd;wpkzp vil (195 kp.fp - 260 kp.fp) 
Jiz kUe;J: Njd;> ntz;nza;> nea; 
jPUk;Neha;fs;: rak;> ,iug;gpUky;> ,Uky;> ,uj;jfhrk;> 
,uj;jR+L. gpj;jr; R+L> Nkfr; R+L> vd;Gr;R+L 
-mDNghf itj;jpa etePjk-; ghfk; - 3 (gf;fk; - 104) 
7. kd;kjrpe;jhkzp 
msT: jphpfb gpukhzk; 
mDghdk;: Mtpd;ghy;> nea;> khJsk; gor;rhW 
jPUk; Neha;fs;: Nkfntl;il> jhJ e\;lk; ePq;Fk;, tPhpatph;;j;jp 
cz;lhFk;. 
- Mj;kul;rhkph;jnkd;Dk; itj;jpa rhurq;fpufk;-(gf;fk; - 457) 
8. etcg;Gjpuhtfk;: 
msT: 3 Kjy; 5 Jsp / 2 Ntis 
mDghdk;: xU mTd;]; [yj;jpy; tpshtpf; nfhLf;fTk; 
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jPUk;Neha;fs;: gf;fR+iy> khuilg;G> khh;GNeha;> tapw;WNeha;> 
GspNag;gk;> ,Lg;Gtyp> the;jp> m[Puzk;> Flypiur;ry; 
- gjhh;j;j Fztpsf;fk; - (gf;fk; - 45) 
9. %rhk;gu nkOF: 
msT: kiyj;Jtiu / 2 Ntis 
jPUk;Neha;fs;: R+jf thA 
- fz;Zrhkpg; guk;giu itj;jpak; -(gf;fk; 224) 
10. kfh rq;f jpuhtfk; 
msT: 5 Kjy; 10 Jsp / 2 Ntis 
mDghdk;: xU mTd;]; [yj;jpy; tpshtpf; nfhLf;fTk; 
jPUk;Neha;fs;: m[Puzk;> R+jfthA> Flypiur;ry;> Fd;kk; 
-gjhh;j;j Fztpsf;fk; (gf;fk;46) 
 
11. Ngjp tPu nre;J}uk;: 
msT: 1 ½ Kjy; 2 Fd;wp (195 kp.fp - 260 kp.fp) 
jPUk;Neha;fs;: thA rk;ge;jkhd Neha;> Ruk;> rd;dp 
- mDNghf itj;jpa etePjk;- ghfk; - 3- (gf;fk; 104) 
 
12. jrytz jpuhtfk;: 
msT: 5 Kjy; 10 Jspfs; 
mDghdk;: [yk; / 2 Ntis 
jPUk;Neha;fs;: Nrhig> R+iy> Fd;kk;, ngUtapW 
. fz;Zrhkpak; itj;jpa rhfuk;-(gf;fk; - 155) 
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13. jhk;gpu md;dNgjpr; nre;J}uk; 
msT: Jtuk; gUg;gsT 2 (m) 3 Ntis 
mDghdk;: Njd; 
jPUk;Neha;fs;: Fsph;Ruk;> fgRuk;> gpj;jRuk;> ghz;L  
-fz;Zrhkpg; guk;giu itj;jpak; - (gf;fk; 325) 
 
14. Ngjpr; nre;J}uk; 
msT: 2 Kjy; 4 Fd;wp (260 kp.fp - 520 kp.fp)  
mDghdk;: Njd;> nea;> vz;nza;> tpy;thjp Nyfpak;> 
gQ;rjPghf;fpdp ,sfk;> ml;l jPghf;fpdp R+uzk; 
jPUk;Neha;fs;;: mf;fpdpkhe;jk;> gpj;jthA> %ythA> njhlh; 
fopr;ry;> tapw;W NehT> tapw;W ,iur;ry;> tapw;Wg; nghUky;> 
khe;j Neha; 
- mDNghf itj;jpa etePjk;-(gf;fk; 103) 
15. ntbAg;G md;dNgjp khj;jpiu 
msT: ½ Kjy; 1 Fd;wpasT / 3 Ntis (650 kp.fp - 130 kp.fp) 
mDghdk;: Njd; 
jPUk;Neha;fs;: tPf;fk;> Ruf;fl;b 
- gjhh;j;j Fztpsf;fk- (gf;fk; 78) 
16.  fghpnkOF 
msT: kpsF gpukhzk; / 2 Ntis 
mDghdk;: jf;f mDghdk; 
jPUk;Neha;fs;: Fsph;Ruk;> rd;dp> R+jftha;T 
- rpfpr;rhuj;ejPgk; vd;Dk; itj;jpa E}y-; (gf;fk; 269) 
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17. kfhjpuhtfk;: 
msT: 2 Kjy; 3 Jsp 
mDghdk;: xU mTd;]; [yj;jpy; tpshtpf; nfhLf;fTk; / 
 2 Ntis 
jPUk;Neha;fs;: Fd;kk;> R+jfthA. Ruf;fl;b> %j;jpuf;fphpr;ruk;> 
mjprhuNgjp 
- rpfpr;rhuj;ejPgk; vd;Dk; itj;jpa E}y;- (gf;fk; 292) 
 
18. rq;f jpuhtfk;: 
msT: 5 Kjy; 10 Jsp 
mDghdk;: xU mTd;]; [yj;jpy; tpshtpf; nfhLf;fTk; 
jPUk;Neha;fs;: Fd;kk;> tha;T> R+jftha;T> tapw;W typ> 
- rpfpr;rhuj;ejPgk; vd;Dk; itj;jpa E}y-; (gf;fk; 290 
 
19. nre;J}uj; jpuhtfk;: 
,J Nyhfhjp jhJg;nghUs;fisr; nre;J}hpf;f cjTk; 
- Fzghlk; jhJ [Pt tFg;G-(gf;fk; 39) 
 
20. fLf;fha; khj;jpiu: 
msT: 1 (m) 2 khj;jpiu> fhiy khiy ,U Ntis 
mDghdk; : Njd; 
jPUk;Neha;fs;: ntSg;G Neha; 
Pharmacopoeia of Hospital of Indian Medicine 
(Page-80) 
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21. NfhlhR+hpf;Fspif 
msT: 1 Kjy; 2 Fspif 
mDghdk;: gor;rhw;wpy; rhjpf;fha;j;J}s;> rh;f;fiu Nrh;j;J juTk; 
jPUk;Neha;fs;: %yf;fpufzp 
-rpj;j itj;jpaj;jpul;L - (gf;fk; 13) 
22. ehAUtp cg;ghjpf; Fok;G 
msT: ½ foQ;R (2.6 fp)  
mDghdk;: jhk;gpur; nre;J}uk; 1 gzntil(488 kp.fp) Nrh;j;J> 
nts;isr; rh;f;fiuapy; juTk; 
jPUk;Neha;fs;: vz;tif Fd;kk;> tha;T 
rpj;j itj;jpaj;jpul;L - (gf;fk; 193) 
23. fz;lur gw;gk;: 
msT: 1 Kjy; 2 mhprp vil (65 kp.fp -130 kp.fp)  
mDghdk;: nty;yk;> Rf;Fj;J}s;> ntz;nza;> nea; 
jPUk;Neha;fs;: ghz;LNeha;> thANeha;fs;> ml;lFd;kk;> %ythA> 
fhkhiyNeha; 
- mDNghf itj;jpa etePjk;> ghfk; -4- (gf;fk; - 78) 
 
24. gQ;rgh\hz nre;J}uk; 
msT : gzntil (488 kpfp) 
mDghdk; : Njd;, ,Q;rpr;rhW 
jPUk;Neha;fs; : rd;dp Ruk;, ntz;Fl;lk;, %yKis, thjk;, 
Nkfk;, Fd;kk;, fpuhzp, iffhy; Klf;F, gpsitGw;W, 
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fz;lkhiy, ngUtpahjp, mhpfug;ghd;, Njky;, mz;lthjk;, 
gTj;jpuk,; fhrNuhfk;, miuahg;G, fghy#iy jPUk;. 
        - Mj;kul;rhkph;jnkd;Dk; itj;jpa rhurq;fpuk; - 
(gf;fk;-440) 
 
Annabethi in ancient literature : 
Annabethi is one of the ancient native minerals known to man from 
the historic past. It is indeed the first antiseptic invented by the man in the 
history of medicine. 
The sangam tamils used this drug externally as one of the 
‘Anjanas’ for  painting the eye brows in combination with neelanchanam 
and also making a special  paint known as red unquent (shempanchi 
kuzhambu) for decorating their feet and breast (U.V Swamynatha Iyer 
1948). 
In the field of siddha, earliest references to the external use of 
Annabethi is found in the “Silappathikaram” as an antiseptic cosmetic to 
the eyes. Similarly the other epics ‘Perunkathai’ and seevaha sindhamani” 
refer to the use of green vitriol in the art of cosmetics. The credit of the 
earlier citations of the internal use of Annabethi goes to Bohar and his 
school of thought. Bohar records this drug under records this drug under 
several synonyms of ‘kaseesam’ etc. 
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Bohar classified under the group of ‘uparasa’and makes a reference 
to 2 types of ‘kaseesam’ the green variety as ‘valuka kaseesa’ and yellow 
variety as “puspha kaseesa”. 
These on term ‘Athikkal’ attributed to the annabethi is indicative of 
the ancient origin of this mineral from the rocks. He also advocates this 
minerals for the art of alchemy by the term vethikkinamum. These 
concepts are further reiterated by the disciples of Bohar like chattamuni 
and yoogimuni. 
There on, the pharmaceutical jugglar of siddha medicine 
enumerates a number of preparations based on Annabethi as an 
ingredient. 
Ramadevar in his sinthamani  refers to a number of synthetic 
preparations (Vaipu charakku) of this drug from iron pieces and crude 
sulphuric acid. 
The later days writers like Kannusamy Pillai, Murugesa Mudhaliar 
enumerates number of medicinal application of this drug in case of 
various ailments. 
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Types of Annabethi : 
 
I. Annabethi is a native mineral generally leafy green in colour with a 
crystalline lusture granular and earthy in texture, predominantly 
astringent slightly sourish in taste, largely available from ‘sourashtra’ 
along with alum shales. Therapeutically a cure for vathakaba 
condition and grey hair and germs. The greensheen when heated or 
exposed to air is lost due to efflorescence iron-sulphate (FeSo4.7H2O) 
with the impurity of iron oxides and magnesia in the ratio of 39:36:23 
(Ball)- Dhatukaseesam (Pirappu Annabethi). 
II. An yellowish orange dye extracted from the vegetable drug of 
Rudanti commonly available in the salty peatmarshes and saline 
swamps throughout our country. It is commonly known as Sundew 
insectivorous in habit . The dye colours the paper and fabrics reddish 
orange pungently hot and slightly sourish in taste and vesicating in 
action therapetutically a cure for leucoderma and tuberculosis, 
plumbagin  - C11H8O3  (Shchukina L.A.,et.al -1948) – 
Pushpakaseesam. 
III. Yellowish green in colour : 
Crystalline appearance less of astringent taste lacking in 
impurities synthetically prepared and available in the market of 
south India in a pure form- Valukakaseesas (Vaippu Annabethi). 
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 fw;whio 
!
Botanical name    :   Aloe barbadensis 
NtW ngah;fs;    :  fd;dp, Fkhp 
tshpay;G  : Mw;wq;fiufspYk;, rJg;Gepyq;fspYk;>     
  Njhl;lq;fspk; gapuhFk; 
 ,J njd; Njrj;jpy; gy ,lq;fspYz;L, ,jd; mbj;jz;L 
Fl;ilahfTk;> ,iyfs; rijg; gw;Ws;sjhAKs;sd. G+f;fs; nfhj;jhf 
,Uf;Fk;. fha; rt;Tj;jd;ikAld; ,Uf;Fk;. vy;yhtpjf; fw;whio 
,iyfspdpd;Wk;  frg;ghd gprpd; Nghd;w rhW vLf;fyhk;. 
,r;rj;Jf;Fj; jhd; Nghsk; vd;W ngah;. mJ ciwe;jhy; kUe;jpw;F 
cgNahfg;gLk;. ,jpy; gy th;zq;fSz;L. rpytw;wpypUe;J ehh; 
vLf;fg;gLk;.  
tiffs;: 
 (fy;+jhio) vy;yh tif fw;whiof;Fk; nghJthd ngah;  
 
  fUq;fw;whio       rPik fw;whio 
  ehh;f; fw;whio       ehfglf; fw;whio 
  ,iyfw;whio       JYf;ff; fw;whio 
  Nrhw;Wf;fw;whio (m) Fkhp  fhl;Lf; fw;whio 
  nrq; (m) rptg;G fw;whio  rpW fw;whio 
  vUik fw;whio      ntz;fw;whio 
Nga;f; fw;whio      kiy fw;whio  
kUs; fw;whio      rptg;G thp fw;whio   
  Mid fw;whio      thp fw;whio 
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   vd gjpndl;L tiffs; cz;L. ,jpy; Nrhw;Wf;fw;whio, rptg;G 
thpf; fw;whio, rptg;Gfw;whio kUe;Jf;Fg; gad;gLfpwJ. ,jpy; rptg;G 
fpilg;gjhpJ. 
. b.tp rhk;grptk;gps;is mfuhjp (gf;fk; -1285) 
 
gad;gLk; cWg;Gfs; : ghy;, klw;NrhW, rhW, Nth; 
Rit    :  rpW ifg;G  
jd;ik   :  jl;gk; 
gphpT      :  ,dpg;G 
!
nra;if 
 cukhf;fp!! ! ! .! ! Tonic!
! clw;Nww;wp ! ! .! ! Alternative  
! ePh;;kyk;Nghf;fp  .! ! Purgative 
! UJcz;lhf;fp  .! ! Emmenagogue 
 
nghJ Fzk; : 
,jdhy; thjNkfk;, fUNkfk;, fpUkpf;Fj;jy;, ngUtpahjp, %yk;. 
cd;khjk;, gfe;juk;, Fd;kk;, gpj;jf;fphpr;ruk; ,it Nghk; 
 “nghy;yhNk fq;fgk;G Or;R+iy Fl;lurk; 
  my;yhh;kj; jk;gfe;j uq;Fd;kk; vy;yhk;tpl; 
  NlF khpf;F nkhpr;rw; fphpr;ruK 
  khF khpf;F kUz;L” 
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tof;F : 
• ,sklYld;, rPufk;, fw;fz;L Nrh;j;jiuj;J FUjpAk;, rPjKk; 
fye;j fopr;rYf;Ff; nfhLf;fyhk;. 
• ,jd; rhw;iw, ntg;gj;ijj; jzpg;gjw;fhFk; gw;gr; 
nre;J}uq;fSf;Fj; Jiz nfhs;syhk; 
• ,JNt gw;g nre;J}uQ; nra;aTKjTk; 
 
- Fzghlk; - %ypif tFg;G (gf;fk;-270) 
 
Medicinal uses : 
• Largely used as a cathartic and is valuable in the treatment of 
constipation, but is not suitable for being used in pregnancy. It 
produces pronounced pelvic congestion and is used for uterine 
disorder generally with iron and carminatives. Aloes forms one of 
the constituents of several proprietary laxative preparations. 
• Aloes is used as stomachie, purgative and emmenagogue. It is 
regarded as valuable in the treatment of piles and rectal fissures. 
The mucilage is cooling and is used to poultice inflammations. 
-The Wealth of India (page-61)  
• In piles, liver and spleen disorders, relieves inflammation and 
boils. The leaf gel has high demand in cosmetic industry abroad 
and is also used to treat radiation burns. 
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• The barrvaloin is the principal glycoside present in aloin obtained 
from the leaf extract.    
. Medicinal Plants in India Vol-I (page-43) 
• The Aloe plant is used externally to relieve skin discomforts and 
internally as a laxative. 
- Internet 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Selection of the drug : 
Annabethi Chenduram was selected in accordance with the book 
“Kaikanda Anuboga Vaithiya Perumkural”. (Page – 100) 
 
Collection of the drug: 
The raw drug Annabethi was collected from the Raw drug store of 
pharmacy connected to the Govt Siddha Medical College. 
Shotrukaththalai was collected in rainy season in and around 
Tirunelveli. 
Purification : 
 Annabethi was purified by keeping it, soaked in the lime juice for 
one day and then exposing it to the sunlight to dry. 
Extract of shotrukaththalai : 
 The juice of the shotrukaththalai was collected by adding  
astringent. The outer layer of shotrukaththalai was peeled and the fleshy 
part was taken and put it into a bowel. The tripala choornam (astringent) 
was sprinkled over the fleshy part and it was allowed to remain for 
sometime. Then the juice was collected and filtered. 
Preparation : 
   Annabethi     -  1 Palam (35 grams) 
Shotrukaththalai juice -  Required quantity 
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Method: 
Purified Annabethi was taken in the above proportion & made into 
a fine powder in a kalvam. Then grounded with shotrukaththalai juice for 
3 hours. The villai (cake) was made and dried. It was subjected to putam 
with about 10 varaties. A fine chenduram was obtained, then this was 
well ground in a kalvam & filtered through a cotton cloth and stored.  
Route of administration : 
Enteral  
Dose : 
 130 mg twice a day with butter taken after food. The prepared 
Annabethi chenduram used as a haemostatic drug was analysed by the 
following methods. 
1.  Bio –chemical analysis 
2. Pharmacological analysis and  
3. Clinical assessment. 
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BIO-CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF   
ANNABETHI CHENDURAM 
 
PREPARATION OF THE EXTRACT 
100mgs of Annabethi Chenduram was weighed accurately and 
placed into a clean beaker and added a few drops of conc.Hydrochloric 
acid and evaporated it well. After evaporation cooled the content and 
added a few drops of conc.Nitric acid and evaporated it well. After the 
cooling the content add 20ml of distilled water and dissolved it well. 
Then it was transferred to 100ml volumetric flask and made up to 100ml 
with distilled water. It was mixed well and filtered. Then it was taken for 
analysis.   
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 
S.NO EXPERIMENT OBSERVATION INFERENCE
1. TEST FOR CALCIUM 
2ml of the above prepared 
extract was taken in a clean 
test tube.  Add 2 ml of 4% 
Ammonium oxalate solution 
was added to it. 
No White 
precipitate was 
formed. 
Absence of 
Calcium. 
2. TEST FOR SULPHATE: 
2ml of the extract was added to 
5% Barium chloride solution. 
 A white precipitate 
was formed. 
Indicates the 
presence of  
Sulphate.  
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3. TEST FOR CHLORIDE 
The extract was treated  
with Silver nitrate solution. 
 
No white precipitate
was formed. 
 
Absence of  
Chloride. 
4. TEST FOR CARBONATE 
The extract was treated with 
concentrated HCL. 
No brisk 
effervessence was 
formed. 
Absence 
of 
Carbonate. 
5. TEST FOR ZINC 
The extract was added with 
Potassium ferrocyanide  
solution. 
No white precipitate 
was formed. 
Absence of 
Zinc. 
6. TEST FOR IRON 
FERRIC : The extract was 
treated with Glacial acetic acid 
and Potassium ferro cyanide.     
No blue colour was 
formed. 
Absence of 
Ferric iron. 
7. TEST OF IRON FERROUS: 
The extract was treated with 
concentrated Nitric acid and 
Ammonium thio cyanate. 
Blood red colour 
was formed. 
Indicates the 
presence of  
Ferrous iron. 
8. 
 
 
 
TEST FOR PHOSPHATE 
The extract was treated with 
Ammonium molybdate  and 
concentrated Nitric acid. 
No yellow 
precipitate 
was formed. 
Absence of  
Phosphate. 
 
9. TEST FOR ALBUMIN  
The extract was treated with 
Esbach’s reagent. 
 No yellow 
precipitate was 
formed . 
Absence of  
Albumin. 
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10. TEST FOR TANNIC ACID 
The extract was treated with 
Ferric chloride. 
No blue black 
precipitate was 
formed. 
Absence of 
Tannic acid. 
11. TEST FOR 
UNSATURATION 
Potassium permanganate 
solution was added 
to the extract. 
It was not 
decolourised. 
Absence of 
Unsaturated 
compound. 
12. TEST FOR THE 
REDUCING SUGAR 
5ml of Benedict’s qualitative 
solution was taken in a test 
tube and allowed to boil for 2 
mts and added 8-10 drops of 
the extract and again boil it for 
2 mts. 
No colour change 
occured. 
Absence of 
Reducing 
sugar. 
13. TEST FOR AMINO ACID: 
One or two drops of the extract 
was placed on a filter paper 
and dried it  well. After drying, 
1% Ninhydrin was sprayed 
over the same and dried it well.
No Violet colour 
was formed 
Absence of 
Amino acid. 
 
 
INFERENCE : 
  The given sample of Annabethi Chenduram contains Sulphate and 
Ferrous iron.  
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PHARMACOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 
PHARMACOLOGICAL EXPERIMENT TO STUDY THE 
HAEMOSTATIC ACTIVITY OF ANNABETHI CHENDURAM IN 
ALBINO-RATS. 
 
AIM: 
To study the haemostatic activity of Annabethi Chenduram in 
Albino rats. 
PREPARATION : 
 Annabethi Chenduram was taken as a fine powder. 
PROCEDURE: 
 In the method of Thienes et all 1975, rats anaesthetised by means 
of phenobarbitone sodium with an usual intraperitoneal dose of 6 mg/100 
gm of body weight. The abdomen was opened by a cruciate incision and 
the liver was gently lifted out. A piece of liver was cut from a portion  of 
the edge with sharp scissiors having a cut surface of 10mm length and 3 
to 6 mm width. 
To obtain control values, one group of animals received distilled 
water applied to the cut surface and the bleeding time was taken and 
determined. 
The length of bleeding time was determined by gently blotting with 
pieces of filter paper at 2 to 3 seconds intervals. The end point was rather 
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sharp and was indicated by a blood clot changing to the filter paper but 
little or no blood wetting it. The same procedure was repeated, with the 
standard and the test drug Annabethi Chenduram. The mean differences 
between bleeding times of both the groups were determined. 
RESULT: 
The mean bleeding time in the filter paper applied group was 4 
minutes 55 seconds and vit K treated group was 2 minutes  55 seconds 
and in the drug treated group it was  2 minutes 10 seconds. 
The values are given in the table. 
S.No Groups Mean Bleeding time 
1. Control 4.55 sec 
2. Standard(Vitamin K) 2.55 sec 
3. Test  2.10 sec 
  
INFERENCE: 
The test drug Annabethi Chenduram has got significant 
haemostatic activity. 
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ANALGESIC STUDY OF ANNABETHI CHENDURAM 
BY TAIL-FLICK METHOD IN ALBINO –RATS. 
AIM: 
To study the analgesic effect of Annabethi Chenduram in Albino-
rats by tail flick method. 
PREPARATION OF THE DRUG: 
100mg of Annabethi Chenduram was suspended in 10ml of 
distilled water using as suspending agent. This 1ml contains 10mg of the 
test drug. 
REQUIREMENTS: 
Distilled water 
Standard drug (Paracetamol)  
Test drug  Annabethi Chenduram 10mg/100mg of body weight. 
INSTRUMENT 
Hot water bath maintained at 550± -0.50C was used as the source of 
stimulus. 
PROCEDURE: 
Healthy Albino-rats weighing 100-200 grams of both sexes were 
selected. The tail of each rat was dipped in the hot water bath and time 
taken for the rat to remove the tail from the water bath was noted. The 
rats that take more than 5 seconds to remove the tail were excluded from 
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the experiment. Then the rats were divided into 3 equal groups, each 
group having 2 rats, the first group was given the solvent used to suspend 
the drug and kept as untreated control.  
The second group was given the standard drug and kept as treated 
control. The third group was given the test drug 10mg/100mg of body 
weight. Half an-hour and one hour after drug administration the rats were 
again tested by dipping the tail in the hot water bath. The time taken for 
the rat to remove the tail was noted as done initially. 
The results of control group, standard group and drug treated group 
were tabulated and compared. 
ANALGESIC EFFECT OF ANNABETHI CHENDURAM 
S.No Drug 
Dose/100g 
by body 
weight of 
rat 
Initial reading 
in seconds 
Reading after drug  
administration 
After 30min 
After 
60min 
1. 
2. 
 
3. 
Control water 
Standard 
Paracetamol 
Annabethi 
Chenduram 
2ml 
20mg 
 
20mg 
sec 
5 sec 
 
3 sec 
 
2.5 sec 
5.5 sec 
 
3.5 sec 
2.5 sec 
5.5 sec 
 
5 sec 
   INFERENCE: 
 The test drug Annabethi Chenduram has got significant analgesic 
activity. 
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METHODOLOGY FOR ANALYSIS OF METALS BY ATOMIC 
ABSORPTION SPECTROMETER 
Principle: 
 Atomic absorption is the process that occurs when a ground state 
atom absorbs energy in the form of light of a specific wavelength and is 
elevated to an excited state. The amount of light energy absorbed at this 
wavelength will increase as the number of atoms of the selected element 
in the light path increase. The relationship between the amount of light 
absorbed and the concentration of analytes present in known standards 
can be used to determine unknown sample concentration by measuring 
the amount of light they absorb. 
The absorption of light is proportional to the concentration of free 
atoms in the flame is given by Lambart-beer law. 
Absorbance = log 10 Io/It = k.c.I 
Where, 
 Io  = intensity of incident radiation emitted by the light source. It = 
intensity of transmitted radiation. C = concentration of sample (free 
atoms). k = consent   I = path length 
Methodology for Metal Analysis 
a) Sample collection 
 The samples will be cleaned and dried under shade. The dried 
samples will be then grinded and powdered in an agate pestle and mortar. 
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Samples will be labeled and stored in pre-cleaned polyethylene bottles for 
further analysis. 
b) Reagents and apparatus 
 All the reagents such as HNO3, and H2O2 purchased from 
MERCK (Analytical Grade). De-ionized water will be used for all 
analytical work and all the glassware’s, polyethylene bottles, pipette tips 
and others will be washed with 1% HCL, rinsed with de-ionized water 
before preparing standards, reagents and samples. 
c) Digestion of samples( Sample preparation) 
 A mulitwave 3000 micro oven system (from Anton paar, USA) 
with 16 position Teflon vessels with capping is being used here. The 
digestion vessels are provided with a controlled pressure, temperature and 
release valve. Before use, all Teflon vessels are soaked with 10% HNO3. 
The system is initially programmed by giving gradual rise of 20%, 40%, 
and 50% power for 5, 15 and 20 minutes respectively for the due 
warming up. The powder samples are being used without any further 
treatment for sample preparation. 0.2 g of sample is weighed into the 
Teflon vessels followed by digestion mixture of HNO3, and H2O2 in the 
ratio of 3:1, according to the nature of samples are being applied. 
 The resulting solution after microwave digestion is filtered 
through whatman # 40 filter paper (if necessary) and diluted to 5 ml with 
de-ionized water. A sample blank containing only acid mixture is 
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prepared at the same time. The method of standard addition is generally 
adapted to calibrate the instrument before going for the observation of the 
samples. 
Determination of metals 
 All the atomic measurements are carried out with Perkin Elmer 
model 400/HGA900/AS800 coupled with mercury hydride system – 15 
(MHS-15) and Flame Photometer. The lamps of Hallow cathode lamp 
(HCL) for Fe, Cu, Mn, Zn, Ni,Co and Electrodeless Discharge 
Lamp(EDL) for  Cd, Pb, Hg and As, analysis are used as a light source to 
provide specific wavelength of the elements to be determined and high 
purity (99.999%) Acetylene, Nitrous oxide are used to provide constant 
thermal energy for atomization process and Argon gas used for carrier 
gas purging purposes for Graphite furnace.  
Calibration of instruments 
More then three working standard solution of elements to be 
determined are prepared, covering the concentration range as 
recommended by the manufacturer of the instrument for the elements to 
be determined. Before the  analysis of samples, the instruments will be 
calibrated with prepared working standard solution. The calibration 
curves will be obtained for concentration vs. absorbance data statically 
analyzed. Calibration of the instrument will be repeated periodically 
during operations and blanks will be carried with each set of 10 samples 
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or aspirate any one of the prepared working standard for every 10 
samples to check the instrument drift and to validate analytical 
procedures and performance. Regent blank reading will be taken and 
necessary correction will be made during the calculation of concentration 
of various elements. 
Standard Certified Reference (SRM) of National Institute of 
Standard and Technology (NIST) will be used for day-to-day for the 
evaluation of methods of analysis or test and for long-term quality 
assurance of measurements. A reagent blank reading will be taken and 
necessary corrections will be made during the calculation of 
concentration of various elements.  
Fe, Cu, Mn, Zn, Mg, Mo etc., metals analysis (Flame 
AAS/Graphite furnace) 
After calibrating the instrument with prepared working standard, 
the digests liquid sample’s solution is subjected to analysis of Fe, Cu, 
Mn, Zn, Ni, Co by AAS flame and As by furnace with specific 
instrumental conditions as given by instruments manufacturer. Introduce 
the solution into flame, record the reading, using the mean of the three 
reading and quantified the concentration of the metals in the given 
samples against the standard calibration curve obtained from 
concentration vs. Absorbance of the prepared known concentration on the 
day of the analysis. 
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Hg analysis by cold vapour method 
After calibrating the instrument with prepared working standard, 
the 10 ml of digests liquid sample’s pipette out to a specific container of 
mercury Hydride system analyzer followed by adding 1.5% of Hcl of 10 
ml as diluent for each flask and blank, 3% of NaBH4 solution in 1% of 
NaoH is run through the reaction flask to quartz cell with out heating 
against the calibration curve obtained from concentration vs absorbance 
of the prepared known concentration on the day of the analysis. 
Reference 
1. Analysis, 2000,28,850-854. © EDP Sciences, Wiley – VCH 
2000 
2. Analytical Sciences April 2000 Vol.16, © The Japan Society for 
Analytical Chemistry. 
3. The Sciences, (2); 74-77 March-April 2001. 
Heavy Metal Analysis of the Annabethi Chenduram was 
done in the Bio –Technology Department of Sastra University 
using AAS(Atomic Absorption Spectrometer) and the results are 
given below. 
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Centre for Advanced Research in Indian System of Medicine CARISM) 
SASTRA UNIVERSITY, THANJAVUR 613402 
ELEMENT ANALYSIS REPORT 
Authorised Drug Testing laboratory Approved By the Drug Controller, Govt. of Tamilnadu 
Name of Scholar/Institution/Company: Dr.S.Thamaraiselvi, Govt.Siddha Medical College, Palayamkottai. 
Instrument used: Atomic Absorption Spectrometer – Model A Analyst400/HGA900/AS/800- Perkin Elmer 
                    Units in ppm 
Sample. Name Fe Cu Mn Zn Ni Co Cd Pb Hg As 
Sulphur 
in % 
Annabethi Chenduram 58.8000 2.8556 2.4066 16.0803 0.4593 0.5493 0.1383 0.1506 0.1365 0.1866 24.84 
 
 
Analyst               Dean 
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Inference: 
From the above Heavy Metal Analysis it is concluded that 
Annabethi Chenduram contains  
Fe – 58.8000,  Cu – 2.8556 
Mn – 2.4066,  Zn – 16.0803 
Ni – 0.4593,  Co – 0.5493 
Cd – 0.1383,  Pb – 0.1506 
Hg – 0.1365,  As – 0.1866 
Sulphur – 24.84% 
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CLINICAL ASSESSMENT 
 
   The study was conducted to assess the haemostatic action of 
Annabethi Chenduram, clinically in In-Patients and Out-Patients of both 
sexes and of varying age groups. They were clinically diagnosed 
according to the siddha literatures. 
   The diseases selected for this action were Kuruthi Moolam 
(,uj;j %yk; - Bleeding piles) and Perumpadu (Menorrhagia) 
 Kuruthi Moolam is characterised by bleeding through anus during 
defaecation. Due to excessive loss of blood, anaemia, lassitude, malaise 
and giddiness may occur. 
   Perumpadu is the excessive menstrual loss of blood with 
preservation of normal cycle (ie 4/28 becomes 7-10/28) A normal 
menstrual blood loss is 50-80ml and doesnot exceed 100ml. 
 
Selection of the Patients 
 Clinically the patients selected for this study had either 
1. Bleeding per anum during defaecation. 
2. Profuse vaginal bleeding during menstruation 
44 cases were selected for the study from both sexes. Of these 4 
cases were studied as In-Patients and 40 cases were studied as Out-
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Patients. Among these 21 were male cases and 23 were female cases, 37 
cases were of Kuruthi Moolam and 7 were of perumpadu. 
 
Routine blood and urine investigations along with determination of 
bleeding time and clotting time were done before and after treatment to 
assess the clinical status of the patient. Blood pressure was recorded in all 
cases. 
 
Proctoscopic examination and stool examination were done in the 
case of Kuruthi Moolam and ultrasound scan was done in the case of 
Perumpadu. 
During the course of the clinical study, other ailments, which  
occured were treated with conventional siddha medicines  
 
Including criteria in the case of kuruthi moolam 
1. Age group between 25-55 
2. First degree haemorrhoids 
3. Bleeding during defaecation (may be a splash in the pan) 
4. Non-hypertensive patients. 
5. Patients with normal bleeding time and clotting time. 
6. Proctoscopy : Patients showing 3’ O clock, 7’ O clock, 11’ O clock 
positions of internal pile masses. 
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Excluding criteria in the case of kuruthi moolam 
1. Symptomatic haemorrhoids because symptomatic haemorrhoids are 
due to the compression of superior rectal veins. 
Symptomatic hemorrhoids appear in 
a. Carcinoma of rectum 
b. Pregnancy 
c. Stricture of urethra 
d. Enlarged prostate 
2. Age group above 55 
3. Fissure in-ano patients. 
4. Haemangioma of superior rectal veins, tumours of rectum and anal 
canal. 
5. Hypertensive patients.  
 
Including criteria in the case of Perumpadu 
1. Age group 25-45. 
2. Females with normal menstrual cycle and irregular cycle. 
3. Blood investigation showing normal bleeding time and clotting time. 
4. Non anaemic and non-hypertensive patients. 
5. Ultrasound scan showing no major abnormalities study. 
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Excluding criteria in the case of perumpadu 
1. Post menopausal bleeding. 
2. Anaemic, hypertensive patients. 
3. DUB with hypertropy and hyperplasia of myometrium. 
4. Patients with ovarian tumour, polypi, myoma, 1.U.D salphingo-
oophoritis, carcinoma of cervix, uterus, vagina. 
 
Drug and Dosage 
 The drug Annabethi Chenduram was administered orally in the dose of 
130mg twice daily with butter after food to each patient. The duration of 
treatment varied from patient to patient. 
 
Diet and Medical advice for Kuruthi Moolam 
1. Rich fibre diet and easily digestible foods e.g : spinach, pirandai 
thuvaiyal etc were advised. 
2. Advised to avoid food which increases pitha humour eg : chicken, 
mutton, pickles etc. 
3. Advised to avoid alcohol, excessive intake of tea, coffee and 
smoking etc. 
4. Hot weather and hot substances were advised to be avoided. 
5. Advised to avoid sedentary habits. 
6. Advised to avoid heavy work like lifting of heavy objects. 
7. To avoid constipation. 
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8. To avoid tubers 
9. Advised to avoid hot, spicy diet. 
 
Diet and Medical advice for Perumpdu: 
1. Health education/awarness regarding the physiological changes 
occurring during menstrual cycle to be given. This helps to 
minimize psychosomatic problems. 
2. Physical hygiene advised. 
3. Improving general health & nutrition. 
4. Psycotherapy (reassurance, mild exercises and yogasanas – 
sarvangasanam, Halasanam, salabasanam etc) 
5. Reduce stress. 
6. To take rich fibre diet, to avoid more sweets and fatty diet. 
 
Observation 
 The results were observed on the basis of the symptomatic relief of the 
patients. In all cases the bleeding started reducing from the next day 
onwards. 
 Of the 44 cases the 31 cases (70.5%) Showed good response, 11 cases 
(25%)Showed fair response and  2 cases (4.5%)Showed poor response 
 No untoward effects were encountered during the clinical study. 
Result: 
 In all cases the bleeding was arrested  
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1. Table illustrating the number of cases of kuruthi moolam and 
perumpadu and their percentages in O.P and I.P Departments. 
 
S.No Ward 
No.of 
Cases 
Kuruthi 
Moolam 
Perumpadu Percentage 
1. 
2. 
O.P 
I.P 
40 
4 
33 
4 
7 
- 
90.9% 
9.1% 
 
2. Table illustrating the number of cases of kuruthi moolam and 
perumpadu and their percentages. 
S.No Disease No.of Cases Percentages 
1. 
2. 
Kuruthimoolam 
Perumpadu 
37 
7 
84.1 
15.9 
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BIOSTATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
 
Table : 1  Age and sex wise distribution of study objects. 
 
Statistic Male Female Total 
n 21 23 44 
Mean(age) 42.5 42.8 42.6 
S.D 10.5 10.6 10.4 
t 0.0955 
Significance P > 0.05 
 
  The mean of the population was 39.6 to 45.6 years. 
  The above table-1 shows that the difference of the mean age 
between the sex was not statistically significant ( P > 0.05) . Both sexes 
were having the same mean age. The observed difference was due to 
sampling fluctuations.  
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Table :2  Comparison of bleeding time before and after treatment 
Statistic Before After 
n 44 44 
Mean(sec) 147.8 124.1 
S.D 38.9 38.3 
Z 2.879 
Significance P < 0.01 
 
  The bleeding time of the subjects were furnished in table-2. The 
bleeding time before treatment was 147.8 ± 38.9 seconds. After the 
treatment the mean bleeding time was 124.1 ± 38.3 seconds. The 
difference between the means was statistically significant ( P<0.01) 
 
Table – 3: Comparison of clotting time before and after treatment 
Statistic Before After 
n 44 44 
Mean(sec) 266.4 234.1 
S.D 52.0 44.4 
Z 3.1 
Significance P < 0.01 
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The table-3 explaining the mean clotting time before and after 
treatment. The mean clotting time difference in between before and after 
treatment was statistically significant (P<0.01) 
 
Table - 4:  Percentage distribution of pile mass degree of 
kuruthimoolam subjects 
Pile mass degree 
No. of 
subjects 
% 
3’O clock 16 43.3 
7’O clock 12 32.4 
11’O clock 8 21.6 
3’O&7’Oclcok 1 2.7 
Total  37 100 
 
43.3 % patients had pile mass in 3’O clock position 
32.4 % patients had pile mass in 7’O clock position 
21.6 % patients had pile mass in 11’O clock position 
2.7 % patients had pile mass in 3’O clock & 7’O clock position 
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Table : 5 Percentage distribution of arrest of bleeding in number of 
days 
Arrest of 
bleeding 
No. of subjects % 
1st day -  
2nd day 2 4.5 
3rd day 9 20.5 
4th day 9 20.5 
5th day 11 25.0 
6th day 4 9.1 
7th day 7 15.9 
8th day 2 4.5 
IN 
4.5 % of subjects bleeding arrested on day 2 
20.5 % of subjects bleeding arrested on day 3 
20.5 % of subjects bleeding arrested on day 4 
25.0 % of subjects bleeding arrested on day 5 
9.1 % of subjects bleeding arrested on day 6 
15.9 % of subjects bleeding arrested on day 7 
4.5 % of subjects bleeding arrested on day 8 
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Table : 6 Classification of response of the drug 
 
Response No. of subjects % 
Good 31 70.5 
Fair 11 25.0 
Poor 2 4.5 
Total 44 100.0 
 
70.5 % subjects responded good to the treatment 
25.0 % subjects responded fairly 
4.5 % subjects responded poorly  
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DISCUSSION 
 
The therapeutic efficacy of Annabethi Chenduram in controlling of 
bleeding in Kuruthi Moolam, Perumpadu was studied Bio-chemically, 
pharmacologically and by clinically. 
 
The main anomaly in haemorrhage or bleeding according to the 
siddha concept is vitiation of pitha humour. Based on the interaction 
between sapthathathus and mukkutras it is inferred that one of the 
representations of pitha in the body is blood. Any change in the blood 
tends to derange the pitha humour and vice versa. 
 
The use of Annabethi Chenduram helps to restore the vitiated pitha 
humour to its original status. 
 
Annabethi Chenduram is basically made up of Annabethi and 
processed with shotrukaththalai juice. Annabethi possesses astringent 
taste (thuvarppu) and has astringent actions.It has also Tonic action. 
 
Astringent taste according to the siddha concept helps to control the 
loss of blood, faeces, urine. 
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Jth;g;gpd; gz;G 
 “fl;LtJ rw;Wf; fufug; ghf;FtJ 
  jpl;lkha;j; Njhw;gjdQ; nra;tJ- kl;bw; 
  nfhOg;G ePh; ky;Fq; nfhOg;Gk; tul;ly; 
  njhopyhQ; Jth;g;Gr; Ritf;F” 
  kUj;Jtj; jdpg;ghly; -  
rpj;j kUj;Jthq;fr; RUf;fk;-(gf;fk;-40)     
  
“gpj;jkjpfhpg;gpd; NgRk; ghpfhuk; 
    Rj;jj;JtNuhL nrhy;ypdpg;Gr; rj;jhFk; 
    ifg;Gr;RitNa fUjtjd; tPW 
    va;g;gilA nkd;Wiuj;jh hpq;F” 
     - fz;Zrhkpak; 
Jth;g;G, ,dpg;G, ifg;G ,k;%d;W RitfSk; gpj;j kpFjpiar; 
rkdg;gLj;Jk;. 
- rpj;j kUj;Jt Neha;ehly; Neha;  
Kjdhly; jpul;L ghfk; -1 (gf;fk;-22) 
The astringent activity helps to control bleeding by producing 
contraction of the organic tissues (Vaidhya Ratnam. Murugesa Mudaliar 
in Gunapadam Mooligai Vaguppu and Nadkarni et al in Indian materia 
medica).  
The astringent activity moreover helps to purify the blood, thereby 
restoring the pitha humour to its original status. 
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Jth;g;gpd; nra;if 
“FUjp Rj;jp ahf;Fk; 
nfhba gpj;jk; Nghf;Fk; 
nghUJg; Gz;iz ahw;Wk; 
nghy;yh itak; khw;Wk; 
kUT ke;jk; Njf;Fk; 
tsh;f;F khkk; ahh;f;Fk; 
FUtpd; Fzj;j jhNy 
Fsph;e;j Jth;g;gpd; Ntiy” 
   - kUj;Jt jdpg;ghly; - rpj;j kUj;Jthq;fr;RUf;fk; 
(gf;fk; -40). 
 Shotrukkaththalai possesses a little bitter taste (siru kaippu), purgative 
action and tonic action. 
ifg;gpd; gz;Gk;, nra;ifAk; 
“ NtW fhuzk; tpisj;j T+z;ntWg; 
Nghl;L kpay;gh Naw;f tpUk;ghr; 
Ritahk; gpj;j ika tpfw;gq; 
Flw; GO Fl;lk; nfhba eQ;R 
tha;eP &wy; mow;rpAk; jzpf;Fk; 
nka;ePh;f; frpitAe; jbiaAe; jbAk; 
Cz;ryk; kyQ;ryk; epzryk; vd;gpDs; 
kd;dpa %isr; Rug;gpfs; ahitAk; 
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twl;Lk; Kiyg;ghy; khrWk; mwpit 
tsh;f;Fk; nkspjhk; nrhpf;f;f fufug; 
Gsjhk; csq;nfhL ifg;ig 
msNthL nfhz;lhy; milAk; gaNd”. 
-kUj;Jt jdpg;ghly; - rpj;j kUj;Jthq;fr;RUf;fk;-(gf;fk; 36) 
• Nrhw;Wf;fw;whior; rhW ntg;gj;ijj; jzpg;gjw;fhFk; gw;gr;   
nre;J}uq;fSf;Fj; Jiz nfhs;syhk; 
• ,e;jr; rhW gw;g nre;JuQ;; nra;a cjTk; 
    - Fzghlk; %ypiftFg;G (gf;fk; - 270)  
• Anupanam butter helps to avoid the gastric irritation which may be 
caused by Annabethi Chenduram. 
All these form a strong base for the excellent relief in this regard. 
Bio-chemical analysis shows the presence of Sulphate and Ferrous 
iron. 
Pharmacological studies shows that the drug has got significant 
haemostatic activity and significant analgesic activity. For the clinical 
study 44 patients were selected. They were either of Kuruthi Moolam or 
Perumpadu.  
The drug was subjected to Heavy Metal Analysis using AAS(Atomic 
Absorption spectrometer) at Sastra University Thanjavur and the findings 
are also given.  
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Of the 44 cases, 31 cases (70.5%)  Showed good response,11 cases 
(25%) Showed fair response and  2 cases (4.5%) Showed poor 
response. 
Biostatistical analysis also revealed that this drug has got significant 
effect in treating Kuruthi Moolam and Perumpadu.  
Those who had arrest of bleeding with in 5 days were catagorised 
under good response group and those who had stoppage of bleeding with 
in 6-7 days under fair response group.  
No untoward effects were observed during the clinical study. 
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SUMMARY 
 
 The drug Annabethi Chenduram has been taken to prove its 
haemostatic activity the dose of Annabethi Chenduram is 130 mg twice 
daily with butter taken after food. 
A brief description pertaining to its chemical aspect and Gunapadam 
aspect has been referred. 
Collected information from various literatures and internet has been 
refered. 
Bio-chemical analysis shows the presence of Sulphate and Ferrous 
iron.  
Pharmacological analysis shows that the drug has got significant 
Haemostatic activity and  Analgesic activity and  Heavy Metal Analysis 
was also done and the results tabulated.    
From the clinical assessment it is inferred that the drug has got 
potent Haemostatic activity and has no untoward effects. 
Biostatistical analysis also revealed that this drug has got significant 
effect in treating Kuruthi Moolam and Perumpadu. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
It is concluded that the drug Annabethi Chenduram has a potent 
Haemostatic effect and it has got no untoward effects. 
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 Good Response  : Rapid cessation of bleeding  – 31 Cases (70.5%)   
 Fair Response   : Slow cessation of bleeding  – 11 Cases (25%) 
 
 Poor Response  : Tardy cessation of bleeding  – 2 Cases (4.5%) 
 
 
GRAPH  ILLUSTRATING THE IMPROVEMENT 
 
2.7%
15.7% 81.6%
 
 Good Response  : Significant amelioration of signs and symptoms– 31 Cases (81.6%)   
 Fair Response   : Partial amelioration of signs and symptoms – 6 Cases (15.7%) 
 
 Poor Response  : InSignificant amelioration of signs and symptoms – 1 Case (2.7%) 
 
 
GOOD RESPONSE:  Rapid cessation of bleeding   FAIR RESPONSE: Slow cessation of bleeding    POOR RESPONSE: Tardy cessation of bleeding 
IN – PATIENTS 
 
NAME :  SHEIK THAYUTHEEN   AGE :  55                SEX : Male        WARD:  MPG II  I.P.No.: 2762 
DATE OF ADMISSION: 13-11-07   DATE OF DISCHARGE: 15-11-07    NO. OF DAYS: 3 days 
DRUG :  ANNABETHI CHENDURAM 130mg BD WITH BUTTER     OCCUPATION : Coolie 
COMPLAINTS DIAGNOSIS INVESTIGATIONS BEFORE TREATMENT INVESTIGATIONS AFTER TREATMENT OBSERVATION 
Bleeding per 
anum,pain 
during 
defaecation 
since 10 days. 
Burning 
sensation around 
the anus. 
Kuruthimoolam BLOOD: 
TC       9,000 cells/cu.mm      URINE: 
DC      P  55%    L 40%      E  5%  Albumin - NIL 
ESR- ½ hr-10mm, 1hr-20mm     Sugar – NIL 
                     Deposits – 1-2       
                                                                     puscells 
Hb:72%   B.T:2mts 40sec      C.T: 3mts 45sec   
Blood Sugar: 70mg%            MOTION 
Blood Urea : 18 mg%            Ova - NIL 
Serum Cholesterol:177mg%      Cyst - NIL 
B.P – 110/70 mm Hg            Occult blood -NIL  
PROCTOSCOPIC EXAMINATION 
Pile mass seen at 11’O clock position 
 
BLOOD: 
TC     9,100 cells/cu.mm        URINE: 
DC    P  60%   L 35%   E 5%     Albumin - NIL 
ESR- ½ hr-7mm, 1hr – 14mm   Sugar – NIL 
             Deposits - NAD 
Hb: 72%   B.T:2mts  C.T:3mts 10 sec      
Blood Sugar : 72 mg%      MOTION 
Blood Urea : 20mg%      Ova - NIL 
Serum Cholesterol:170mg%Cyst – NIL 
          Occult blood - NIL 
  
 
 
Bleeding arrested 
on 3rd  day 
 
 
 
RESPONSE 
Good 
NAME :  RAJATHI   AGE :  51                SEX : Female         WARD:  FPG II  I.P.No.: 2424 
DATE OF ADMISSION: 28-09-07   DATE OF DISCHARGE: 03-10-07    NO. OF DAYS: 6 days 
DRUG :  ANNABETHI CHENDURAM 130mg BD WITH BUTTER     OCCUPATION : Coolie 
COMPLAINTS DIAGNOSIS INVESTIGATIONS BEFORE TREATMENT INVESTIGATIONS AFTER TREATMENT OBSERVATION 
Bleeding per 
anum, pain 
during 
defaecation 
(Splash in pan) 
since 7days. 
 
Kuruthimoolam BLOOD: 
TC       8,500 cells/cu.mm      URINE: 
DC      P  60%    L 38%      E  2%   Albumin - NIL 
ESR- ½ hr-8mm, 1hr-16mm     Sugar – NIL 
        Deposits – NAD 
Hb: 68%   B.T:3mts  C.T: 5mts         
Blood Sugar : 75mg%            MOTION 
Blood Urea : 34 mg%            Ova - NIL 
Serum Cholesterol:145mg%      Cyst - NIL 
B.P – 130/90 mm Hg            Occult blood -NIL  
PROCTOSCOPIC EXAMINATION 
Pile mass seen at 7’O clock position 
BLOOD: 
TC     8,500 cells/cu.mm        URINE: 
DC    P  63%   L 34%   E 3%     Albumin - NIL 
ESR- ½ hr-7mm, 1hr – 14mm   Sugar – NIL 
             Deposits - NAD 
Hb: 69%   B.T:2mts 40sec C.T:4mts 30 sec      
Blood Sugar : 72 mg%      MOTION 
Blood Urea : 35mg%      Ova - NIL 
Serum Cholesterol:150mg%Cyst – NIL 
          Occult blood - NIL 
  
 
 
Bleeding arrested 
on 6rd  day 
 
 
 
RESPONSE 
Fair 
1. 
2. 
GOOD RESPONSE:  Rapid cessation of bleeding   FAIR RESPONSE: Slow cessation of bleeding    POOR RESPONSE: Tardy cessation of bleeding 
IN – PATIENTS 
NAME :  SARASWATHI   AGE :  50                SEX : Female        WARD:  FPG II  I.P.No.: 2546 
DATE OF ADMISSION: 15-10-07   DATE OF DISCHARGE: 22-10-07    NO. OF DAYS: 8 days 
DRUG :  ANNABETHI CHENDURAM 130mg BD WITH BUTTER     OCCUPATION : Coolie 
COMPLAINTS DIAGNOSIS INVESTIGATIONS BEFORE TREATMENT INVESTIGATIONS AFTER TREATMENT OBSERVATION 
Bleeding per 
anum, pain 
during 
defaecation 
since 1 month. 
Burning 
sensation around 
the anus. 
 
Kuruthimoolam BLOOD: 
TC       8,300 cells/cu.mm      URINE: 
DC      P  56%    L 42%      E  2%   Albumin - NIL 
ESR- ½ hr-10mm, 1hr-15mm     Sugar – NIL 
        Deposits – NAD 
Hb: 58%   B.T:3mts 30sec  C.T: 5mts         
Blood Sugar : 170mg%           MOTION 
Blood Urea : 37 mg%            Ova - NIL 
Serum Cholesterol:129mg%      Cyst - NIL 
B.P – 60/80 mm Hg            Occult blood -NIL  
PROCTOSCOPIC EXAMINATION 
Pile mass seen at 7’O clock position 
 
BLOOD: 
TC     8,300 cells/cu.mm           URINE: 
DC    P  60%   L 38%   E 2%      Albumin - NIL 
ESR- ½ hr-10mm, 1hr – 15mm  Sugar – NIL 
             Deposits - NAD 
Hb: 59%   B.T:3mts  C.T:4mts 40 sec      
Blood Sugar : 165 mg%      MOTION 
Blood Urea : 35 mg%      Ova - NIL 
Serum Cholesterol:137mg%Cyst – NIL 
          Occult blood - NIL 
  
 
 
Bleeding arrested 
on 8rd  day 
 
 
 
RESPONSE 
Poor 
 
 
NAME :   PICHAMMAL    AGE :  55                SEX : Female        WARD:  FPG II  I.P.No.: 2655 
DATE OF ADMISSION: 30-10-07   DATE OF DISCHARGE: 03-11-07    NO. OF DAYS: 5 days 
DRUG :  ANNABETHI CHENDURAM 130mg BD WITH BUTTER     OCCUPATION : Coolie 
COMPLAINTS DIAGNOSIS INVESTIGATIONS BEFORE TREATMENT INVESTIGATIONS AFTER TREATMENT OBSERVATION 
Bleeding per 
anum,pain 
during 
defaecation. 
Bleeding in 
drops since 3 
months.  
 
Kuruthimoolam BLOOD: 
TC       9,000 cells/cu.mm      URINE: 
DC      P  50%    L 45%      E  5%   Albumin - NIL 
ESR- ½ hr-2mm, 1hr-5mm     Sugar – NIL 
        Deposits – NAD 
Hb: 68%   B.T:2mts40sec  C.T: 3mts50sec     
Blood Sugar : 74mg%            MOTION 
Blood Urea : 27 mg%            Ova - NIL 
Serum Cholesterol:197mg%      Cyst - NIL 
B.P – 150/90 mm Hg            Occult blood -NIL  
PROCTOSCOPIC EXAMINATION 
Pile mass seen at 3’O clock position 
 
BLOOD: 
TC     9,000 cells/cu.mm        URINE: 
DC    P  53%   L 43%   E 4%    Albumin - NIL 
ESR- ½ hr-2mm, 1hr – 4mm    Sugar – NIL 
            Deposits - NAD 
Hb: 70%   B.T:2mts  C.T:3mts 5 sec      
Blood Sugar : 80 mg%      MOTION 
Blood Urea : 25mg%      Ova - NIL 
Serum Cholesterol:200mg%Cyst – NIL 
          Occult blood - NIL 
  
 
 
Bleeding arrested 
on 5th   day 
 
 
 
RESPONSE 
Good 
3. 
4. 
